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I, too, sought expression. I know now that my gods grant me no
more than allusion or mention.

--Jorge Luis Borges, "Prologue" to A PersonalAnthology
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Foreword

James M. Buchanan himself speaks of"my little book, Costand Choice."Cost

and Choiceis indeed small in size,but, systematically, it holds quite a central

place in Buchanan's work. For the fundamental economic notion of "cost"

or "opportunity cost;' is intimately related to the individualist and subjectiv-
ist perspective that is so essential to the Buchanan enterprise. Asa subjectiv-
ist, Buchanan insists that opportunity costs exist only in the "eye of the be-
holder" as envisioned "alternatives" that are never brought into existence. As

a methodological individualist, Buchanan believesthat opportunity costscan-
not be measured in terms of a collectivewelfare functional aggregating utility

foregone across persons.'
Similar views in theories of cost have been developed and expressed since

the 193osat the London School of Economics by scholars such as Lionel Rob-

bins, E A. Hayek, Ronald Coase, and JackWiseman. These theories, for sys-
tematic as well as personal reasons, have quite strong links to even older the-
ories of the so-called Austrian economists. However, though acknowledging

and supporting the Austrian contribution in the socialist calculation debate

with arguments based on his own concept of cost, Buchanan distances him-
self somewhat from the Austrians. Avoiding what he regards as the "arro-

gance of the eccentric" Buchanan makes a serious effort to integrate his views
into the orthodox classical and neoclassical framework. Therefore the dis-
cussion in Cost and Choice starts with Adam Smith's famous deer-beaver

example. In the particularly simple "one-factor" setting of that example, sub-
jective opportunity costs are themselves "explained" by objective transforma-

a.JamesM.BuchananandG.E Thirlby,LSEEssaysonCost(London:Weidenfeldand
Nicholson,1973),6;CostandChoice:AnInquiryinEconomicTheory(Chicago:Markham
PublishingCo.,1969),volume6in theseries.

xi
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tion rates. Because everybody can transform two deer into one beaver and

vice versa, any divergence between the transformation and the exchange rate

should eventually be washed out by the choices that rational decision makers

make in view of the opportunity costs of their decisions. But what about

more complicated settings?
Cost and Choice addresses this issue. When publishing the book, Buchanan

clearly hoped that other scholars might follow him in his efforts to build a
new research tradition in economic analysis around a thorough understand-

ing of the opportunity-cost concept. However, despite Buchanan's serious

efforts to communicate his profound insights on the nature of "cost and

choice" and to relate these insights to mainstream neoclassical economics, a
look at the Social Science Citation Index indicates that he did not succeed in

this regard. This relative neglect of the theoretical underpinnings of Bu-

chanan's economic worldview as presented in Cost and Choice is somewhat

strange. After all, specific applications of his general views to problems of

public economics were much better received and, in fact, enormously influ-

ential. 2 In any event, it might be good policy for those who think highly of

Buchanan's more specific insights and arguments to consider more seriously

their general foundations as laid out in Cost and Choice2 The republication

of Cost and Choice clearly reduces the costs of doing just this and offers am-

ple opportunity to go back to the roots of economics.

Hartmut Kliemt

University of Duisburg

1998

2. In particular, as reprinted in Debt and Taxes,Externalitiesand PublicExpenditure
Theory,and PublicPrinaplesof PublicDebt,respectively,volumes 14,15,and 2of the Col-
lected Works.

3-Seealso some of the essays in EconomicAnalysis,volume 12of the CollectedWorks.



Preface

You face a choice. You must now decide whether to read this Preface, to read

something else, to think silent thoughts, or perhaps to write a bit for yourself.

The value that you place on the most attractive of these several alternatives

is the cost that you must pay if you choose to read this Preface now. This

value is and must remain wholly speculative; it represents what you now

think the other opportunity might offer. Once you have chosen to read this

Preface, any chance of realizing the alternative and, hence, measuring its

value, has vanished forever. Only at the moment or instant of choice is cost

able to modify behavior.

If you decided a few moments ago that your valuation of the alternative

exceeded that expected from reading this Preface, you will have missed this

economist's pedestrian prose. But, having rejected it at the outset, you can

never know what you will have missed. The benefits that you are now secur-

ing from reading the Preface are not comparable with the costs that you would

have suffered on choosing the most attractive alternative. These benefits, if

there are any, exist. They can be evaluated ex post. Costs that are influential

for behavior do not exist; they are never realized; they cannot be measured
after the fact.

Nonetheless, when you have completed reading this Preface, there is some-

thing that will have happened, something that may be valued. You can think

about what you might have done with these minutes and, if desired, you can

translate these "might have beens" that never were into value terms.

An observer of your behavior, knowing the choice you face, could make

an objective estimate of the minutes of resource time that reading this Pref-

ace would involve. After your decision he could look at a watch and objec-

tively check out his estimates. If he knew your alternative earnings value, he

could place some value on this resource time, a value that would be objective

xiii
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and that would be useful for many purposes of comparison. The observer

could not, of course, accurately estimate the value that you might place on

your own lost opportunities either before or after choice.

In ordinary discussion, we refer to both your own evaluations and to the

observer's as "costs." The external observer of your behavior would say that

reading this Preface will or has cost you X minutes which he estimates to be

worth Y dollars. You would normally say that the same activity "will cost X

minutes when I might sleep" or "has cost X minutes when I might have been

sleeping." The point to be noted here is that these several uses of the word

"cost" are categorically different. Linguistic usage dictates the same word for

several different things. It is little wonder that we find great confusion, es-

pecially among economists, about cost.

So much for a summary of this book's main argument. The central no-

tions are simple, and I advance no claim to analytical sophistication. My

working hypothesis is that many economists rush headlong into the intrica-

cies of analysis while overlooking certain points of elementary economic logic.

Clarification at the conceptual level may be irrelevant for particular appli-

cations, and those who are anxious to get on with solving the world's ills may

scoff at my insistence on methodological purification. Their skepticism may

be increased when they recognize that, in any preliminary confrontation,

their own views parallel those developed here. There are few modern econ-

omists who would dispute the elementary definition of opportunity cost.

Statements that are presumably well understood abound in the standard text-
books.

I suggest that there is likely to be a significant difference between such

second-chapter definitions and those which are implied in the analysis that

follows. Opportunity cost tends to be defined acceptably, but the logic of the

concept is not normally allowed to enter into and inform the subsequent an-

alytical applications. My aim is to utilize the theory of opportunity cost to

demonstrate basic methodological distinctions that are often overlooked and

to show that a consistent usage of this theory clarifies important areas of dis-

agreement on policy issues. In public finance alone, debates over tax inci-

dence, tax capitalization, public-debt burden, and the role of cost-benefit

analysis can be partially resolved when protagonists accept common con-

cepts of cost. The unsatisfactory state of welfare economics can at least be

understood and appreciated more adequately when the incorporated cost
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confusions are exposed. The once heated and long smouldering debate over

the possibility of socialist calculation emerges with perhaps a different glow.

Something can be said about such currently relevant topics as the draft and

crime. None of these or any other possible policy applications will be dis-

cussed in exhaustive detail. Some such discussions would require a book at

least as long as this to untangle the knots that cost-theory ambiguities have
tied.

My secondary purpose is to trace the evolution of ideas in the conception

of cost. Largely because of its relative neglect by modem economists, I em-

phasize the contributions that stem from a London School of Economics tra-

dition, a tradition that has not been generally recognized and one which even

its own members have taken more or less for granted.

Latter-day Austrians especially may suggest, with some justification, that

the theory developed is properly labeled "Austrian." Beyond question, an im-

portant source of the London conception is Austrian. But as I read the early

Austrians along with the London contributions, I remain convinced that

uniquely characteristic features were added and that the whole construction

reached operational viability only in London. By way of illustrating this point,

much of what seems to me to be orthodox cost theory can be traced directly

to its Austrian sources. According to my readings and interpretation, Wick-

steed deserves credit for providing a source of the distinctly nonorthodox

LSE tradition that is equally or perhaps more important than the Austrian.

American followers of H. 1. Davenport, whose own ideas on cost were highly

perceptive, did not generate a tradition comparable to London's.

The basic sources of the modem London tradition are represented in pa-

pers by Robbins, Hayek, and Coase in the 193o's. These are followed up in-

sistently by the much neglected writings of Thirlby which extend from 1946

through 196o. Additional papers in the tradition were published by Jack Wise-

man in the 195o's. These published materials seem, however, to be only the

now-visible residues of an extensive dialogue that must have been part-and-

parcel of economic teaching at LSE over a span of some thirty years.

The first chapter sketches out the doctrinal history of cost theory before

the 193o's. Chapter 2 discusses the origins and development of the London

theory, and Chapter 3 summarizes the theory of opportunity cost in two

contrasting analytical settings. The remaining chapters in the book are de-

voted to applications. Chapter 4 examines cost theory in public finance, the
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application that aroused my own interest in the need for conceptual clarifi-

cation. Chapter 5 uses opportunity-cost logic as a means of looking again at

the Pigovian welfare norms. Chapter 6, the most important as well as the

most difficult of the book, demonstrates the relevance of basic cost theory in

the whole domain of nonmarket decision-making. •
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1. Cost in Economic Theory

Classical Economics

If among a nation of hunters.., it usually costs twice the labour
to killabeaverwhichit coststo killa deer,one beavershouldnat-

urallyexchangefor or be worthtwo deer.'

The classical theory of exchangevalue is summarized in this statement.Adam
Smith was not so careful as his modern counterpart who states his assump-

tions precisely, but perhaps this is why we still enjoy reading The Wealth of
Nations. Normal or natural value in exchange is determined by the relative

costs of production. This answersthe central questions of classicaleconomics.
Costs are calculated in units of resource input. "It usually costs" means

that a specificresource outlay is required, an outlay that can be estimated in

advance with some accuracy and measured ex post either by the resource

owner or by an external observer who doubles as cost accountant. The rela-

tive costs of producing are objectively quantifiable, and no valuation process
is necessary. Given a standard for measurement, relative costs can be com-

puted like the relative weights of apples or potatoes. In Smith's elementary

and conjectural model, the standard for measurement is a unit of homoge-
neous labor time. There are no nonlabor inputs (no other "negative goods").

The production functions for both deer and beaver are linear and homoge-
neous; that is to say,deer and beaver are available in unlimited supply at pre-

vailing relative cost ratios.

1.Adam Smith, The Wealth of Nations (New York: Random House, Modern Library Edi-
tion, 1937), p. 47.
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Even in so simple a model, why should relative costs determine normal

exchange values? They do so because hunters are assumed to be rational

utility-maximizing individuals and because the positively valued "goods" and

the negatively valued "bads" in their utility functions can be identified. If, for

any reason, exchange values should settle in some ratio different from that

of cost values, behavior will be modified. If the individual hunter knows that

he is able, on an outlay of one day's labor, to kill two deer or one beaver, he

will not choose to kill deer if the price of a beaver is three deer, even should

he be a demander or final purchaser of deer alone. He can "produce" deer

more cheaply through exchange under these circumstances. By devoting one

day's time to killing a beaver and then exchanging this for deer, he ends up

with three deer, not two. Since all hunters can be expected to behave in the

same way, no deer will be produced until and unless the expected exchange

value returns to equality with the cost ratio. Any divergence between expected

exchange value and expected cost value in this model would reflect irrational

behavior on the part of the hunters.

In this interpretation, the classical theory embodies the notion of oppor-

tunity cost. To the hunter at the point of an allocative decision, the cost of a

beaver is two deer and the cost of a deer is one-half a beaver. At an expected

exchange ratio of one for two, each prospective hunter must be on the mar-

gin of indifference. Physical production and production-through-exchange

yield identical results. Labor time, the standard for measurement, is the com-

mon denominator in which the opportunity costs are computed.

Realized exchange value need not be equal to realized cost value in the el-

ementary deer-beaver model or in the classical model generally. As inter-

preted here, there must be competitive indeterminacy in the allocation of

resources to deer and beaver production. If, relative to prevailing demand

patterns, a large number of hunters choose to produce beaver on a particular

day, the price or market value of beaver will fall below cost. Or, alternatively,

if the demand pattern shifts suddenly while the allocation of resources re-

mains substantially unaltered, the same result can be forthcoming. Price,

which is rea//zed exchange value, can and will diverge from realized cost value.

When this happens, however, some of the hunters will look back at the time
of decision and conclude that mistakes were made.

There is one-way causality in this deer-beaver model. Relative costs deter-

mine normal exchange values. Implicitly, the theory assumes that predictions
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about production relations, the ratios of inputs to outputs, are considerably

more accurate than predictions about demand patterns. This converts the

theory into an elegant operational hypothesis. Objective, external measure-

ments can be introduced which should yield predictions about normal ex-

change values. These predictions can be falsified.

The theory contains no prediction of normal exchange value when pro-

duct-ion is not possible, that is, when supply is fixed. Here normal exchange

value, like realized exchange value in all cases, is set by the forces of demand.

But to Adam Smith, this would not have embodied a predictive theory. No

behavioral tendency can be introduced that relates the values of "goods" one

to the other in terms of some objectively identifiable common denominator.

For such fixed-supply goods, Smith would have said, simply, that no theory
of value exists. Viewed in this context, J. S. Mill's infamous statement that

nothing more could be said on the theory of value can be interpreted some-

what more sympathetically than modern economists have been wont to do.

Exchange value tends to equality with objectively measurable cost of pro-

duction. This is a positive proposition and carries with it no normative con-

tent. Nothing is said or implied to the effect that market price should equal

cost of production. In the direct sense, classical economics does not contain

a normative theory of allocation. The equalization of return to similar units

of resources tends to emerge from the basic postulate of rational behavior

along with the implicit identification of"goods" and "bads" in the utility func-
tions of individuals.

The interpretation sketched out above is unfair to those who have criti-
cized classical economics. Confusions abound on many points of analysis.

Once the extreme simplifications of Smith's homogeneous and single input

model are dropped, the problems commence. The intricacies of classical rea-

soning are centered around the search for a comparable common denomi-

nator of value when inputs (negative goods) are heterogeneous. Ricardo's gen-

ius was not up to this challenge despite valiant efforts. Rent theory explained

away, though somewhat unsatisfactorily, the return to land. But differing

labor-capital ratios remained, and Marx's resort to "socially necessary" labor

time was a retreat into the circularity that the whole classical theory was de-

signed to circumvent.

Smith and, finally, Ricardo were both forced to rehabilitate the theory's

pragmatic relevance at the expense of its elegance. Heterogeneous units of
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input were measured in the money prices established in factor markets. The

cost of production for a good was computed in money. As an elementary

explanation of the normal or natural exchange value for a specific good, the
essential features of the deer-beaver model continue to hold. The normal ex-

change value of a pair of shoes tends to equal slo if $1o is the money cost of

producing shoes, the necessary outlay made to owners of all resource inputs.

Unfortunately, the elegance and the objectivity of the deer-beaver world have

disappeared in this more realistic cost-of-production model. The objective

opportunity cost of a beaver in Smith's model is two deer because it "usu-

ally" takes twice as much physical input to produce a beaver. In the more

realistic setting, what is the opportunity cost of a pair of shoes? Costs are

measured in a numeraire and these reflect values of physical inputs. The di-

rect connection between these inputs and alternative outputs is gone. To say

that payments to resource owners amount to sxo does not, at least directly,

imply that alternative products valued at $1o could be produced.

If costs are $1o, the producer must expect a value of at least $1o. The pos-

tulate of rational behavior along with the presumption that the numeraire is

positively desired still implies that expected value be equal to or above costs.

But what now determines costs? No longer is the theory simple enough to
concentrate our attention on one moment of decision, one act of choice. In-

stead of this, we now must think of a chain of interlinked decisions over

varying quantities of output, over separate time periods, and over many

decision-makers. The producer, facing a near-certain outlay of $1o, must ex-

pect a value in excess of this figure if he is to choose to produce. But resource

owners, who are now conceptually separated from the producer-entrepreneur,

must also make choices. Why does the unit mix of inputs sum to $1o? Ex-

change values are established for resource units in markets, and each owner

must be assumed to expect values in excess of costs when he makes a unit of
resource available. But what are his costs? The classical economists were forced

to discuss the costs of producing primary resources.

They thought themselves successful to an extent with respect to labor of

an unskilled or common variety. In Smith's elementary model, the cost of a

beaver is two deer, which for comparative purposes is measured as a day's

labor, the time required to kill either of the alternatives open to the hunter.

The cost of common labor time is the corn that is required to nourish the

laborer and to allow him to reproduce his kind. Again, this corn can be mea-
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sured in labor time required to produce the corn. But the analytical differ-

ence between these two statements is great, and in the latter we see a false

extension of a basically correct theory of exchange value. The opportunity-
cost theorem that is central to the deer-beaver model almost wholly disap-

pears in the theory of wages for common labor. A day's labor time measures
the cost of a beaver because it represents the genuine alternative product, two

deer. A half-day's labor time presumably measures the cost of a laborer, not
because it represents any genuine alternative product, but because it repre-
sents the outlay that is required to nourish him. The input-output relation

has been subtly changed from that found in the simpler model. The labor

input that measures the cost of a beaver is that required to produce an alter-
native, two deer. And no hunter would kill beaver unless the appropriate ra-

tio of expected value holds. The outlay that may actually be required to kill
a beaver is irrelevant to realized exchange value. By contrast, in the classical

theory of wages, no consideration of the alternative to producing a laborer
is included. Even the most sympathetic critic will find it difficult to read

opportunity-cost thinking into the analysis.
It was perhaps in recognition of the difficulty here that both Smith and

Ricardo shied away from rigorous analysis in discussing wages. A classical

theory of sorts emerged which related wages to levels of subsistence. In this

theory of wages based on Malthusian population principles, the cost theory

of exchange value has lost almost all of its opportunity-cost moorings. Wages
of common labor tend to subsistence levels,not because this is a predictable

result of rational individual behavior, but because of the natural checks of

famine and pestilence. The relationship between exchangevalue and individ-
ual choice behavior has been severed--and with it the essential logic of any

cost-of-production theory. This classical theory of wages is almost devoid of
behavioral content.

A source of some confusion that runs through and sometimes dominates
classical discussion of cost has not been mentioned. This is the notion of

pain cost, often called real cost. Not content with searching for a predictive
theory of exchange value, the classicalwriters sought to "explain" the emer-

gence of value in some basic philosophical sense. The toil and trouble, the

physical pain, involved in working seemed to "justify" the payment of wages.
Observation revealed that capital also received payment. Hence, the concept

of abstinence developed by Senior seemed to place the capitalist alongside
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the wage-earner as a recipient of justifiable rewards. The importance of this

real-cost doctrine in sowing confusion should not now be underestimated.
Even today the theory of comparative advantage as taught by many sophisti-
cated analysts contains its manifest nonsense, although fortunately little dam-

age is done?

Cost does reflect pain or sacrifice; this is the elemental meaning of the

word. But we must recognize the linguistic problem which confronts econ-
omists in the use of the word "cost" to refer to quite separate things. Any

opportunity within the range of possibility that must be foregone in order to

select a preferred but mutually excluding alternative reflects "costs" when it

is "sacrificed." And its rejection must involvepain despite the fact that differ-

entiaUygreater pleasure is promised by the enjoyment of the mutually exclu-
sive alternative. Cost and pain are far from being opposites, contrary to what

loose discussion often seems to suggest; the concept of cost as pain or sacri-

fice is and must be central to the idea of opportunity cost. In certain aspects
of the classical treatment, this pain-as-sacrifice concept was understood. As

mentioned, the cost of capital accumulation was discussed in terms of "ab-

stinence": by abstaining from consuming, capital is allowed to accumulate.

Clearly, this involvesopportunity-cost reasoning.

For the most part, however, the real-cost or pain-cost notion in classical

economics refers to something quite different. Painalso arises when nothing
is sacrificed in a behavioral context. Pain occurs when, as a result of a past

chain of events, the utility of the individual is reduced without offsetting

pleasures. The required outlay of labor may involvepain, something that can
within limits be measured by sweat, muscle fatigue, and tears. The transfer

of capital assets to meet a debt obligation, to pay taxes, or to pay tribute to a
highwayman also involves pain, again something that can be proximately

measured by a decrement in net worth on the individual's balance sheet. In

this second sense, pain cost has no connection with deliberately sacrificed

alternatives. The expectation of such pain may inform the comparison of al-
ternative opportunities for choice, but the realization of such pain is irrele-

vant either in explaining or in justifying value. This vital distinction between

z.Evenin1967economistsneedto bewarnedofthe fallacy.Onthis,seeRoyallBran-
dis,"TheMythof AbsoluteAdvantage,"AmericanEconomicReview,LVII(March1967),
169-74.
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the two separate notions of pain cost was not recognized by the classical

economists or by many of their successors. The roots of many modern am-

biguities lie in the classical failure to note this distinction, a failure that neo-
classicaleconomics did not remove satisfactorily.

Marginal-Utility Economics

A revolution in value theory took place after 187o. The classical cost-of-

production theory was replaced by the marginal-utility theory, as the latter
was variously developed by William Stanley levons, Karl Menger, and Leon
Walras. These theorists were somewhat lessobligated than their classicalpre-

decessors to define costs precisely for the simple reason that costs assumed

much less importance for them in explaining exchange value. At least in the
elementary stages of analysis, they seemed willing to accept classical defini-

tions: Their quarrel with the classicists was not centered on the notion of

cost. They considered their differences to be more profound. Regardless of
the manner in which costs were defined, however, the marginal-utility the-

orists rejected classicalanalysis.
The development of a generaltheory of exchange value became a primary

concern. Classical analysis was rejected because it contained two separate

models, one for reproducible goods, another for goods in fixed supply. The
solution was to claim generality for the single model of exchange value that
the classicalwriters had reserved for the second category. Exchange value is,

in all cases, said the marginal-utility theorists, determined by marginal util-

ity,by demand. At the point of market exchange, all supplies are fixed.Hence,

relativevalues or prices are set exclusivelyby relativemarginal utilities.
If the revolution had amounted to nothing more than this, it would have

scarcely warranted notice. The contribution of these theorists was not the

mere substitution of a utility for a cost theory of exchange value. In the pro-

cess of effecting this substitution, they were forced to develop the idea that

values are set at the margin. In this manner, they were able to resolve the
diamond-water paradox; value-in-use and value-in-exchange were no longer

possibly contradictory. The economic calculus was born.
Nonetheless, there were losses in discarding the classicalapparatus. In their

search for a general theory, the marginal-utility economists largelyabandoned

a predictive theory of normal exchange value. They provided a satisfactory
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explanation of realized value; they did little toward developing analysis of ex-

pected or natural value. In the strict sense, theirs is a logical theory, not a

scientific hypothesis capable of refutation. And as with all general theories,

the marginal-utility theory explained too much.

The generality carried some secondary benefits, however, and a logical ex-

tension was the marginal-productivity theory of distribution. Since goods

are valued in accordance with relative marginal utilities, resources should

also be valued in accordance with the values of their final-product compo-

nents. There was no call to go beyond the fixed supply of resources in a first

approximation. For almost a century, the theory of population was dropped
from the economist's kit of tools.

Marginal-utility economics is often called "subjective-value" economics,
and the doctrinal revolution also carries this name. The classical cost-of-

production theory was objective in the sense that external measurements of

comparative costs were thought to provide predictions about normal ex-

change values of commodities. The replacement of this with a theory that

explained relative exchange values by relative marginal utilities necessarily

implies a loss of objective empirical content. Marginal utilities, however, were

acknowledged to be dependent on quantities, and, for the whole group of

demanders, on the supplies put on the market. Hence, even with a full knowl-

edge of demand conditions, normal exchange values could not be predicted

until and unless predictions were made about relative supplies. The cost or

supply side of value had to be brought in. A one-sided explanation was no

longer possible; demand-supply economics became a necessity.

Given a supply of a commodity, exchange value was determined by mar-

ginal utility, as worked out in a market interaction process. But utility is a

subjective phenomenon, and it is not something that can be externally or ob-

jectively measured, as can classical cost-of-production. To understand this,
let us think of a world of two commodities, each of which is in fixed supply,

say, the world of bear and raccoon. Both are "goods" and each good is avail-

able in predictably fixed quantity in each period. If we know with accuracy

the demand or marginal-utility schedules for all demanders, exchange value

can be predicted. Note, however, that this prediction does not emerge as an

outcome or result of a rational behavior postulate, at least in the same sense

as the classical deer-beaver model. Suppose, given the fixed supplies along

with the demand patterns, it is predicted that one bear will exchange for two
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raccoons. If realized values are observed to be different from those predicted,

it is the result only of inaccuracy in the initial data upon which the predic-

tions were made. No equilibrating mechanism is set in motion; there is no

sense of error as there is in the deer-beaver model. No corrective process will

emerge; values as realized are always "correct"; errors arise only in the data

used by the observer. The marginal-utility theory in its elementary method-

ology here is akin to the simple Keynesian model of income determination.

By contrast and despite its flaws, the classical cost-of-production theory is

more closely analogous to the Swedish theory of income determination where

expectations can explicitly enter the analysis.

To introduce elements of a predictive theory of exchange value required a

return to quasi-classical analysis. Costs of production were acknowledged to

influence exchange value through their effects on supply. And in discussing

costs, the marginal-utility theorists could accept a money measure without

ambiguity since they had no reason to search for a common denominator of

physical resource inputs. The necessity of paying for inputs arises because

these represent components of value in final products. This approach leads

almost directly to opportunity-cost reasoning.

The value or price of resource units represents, especially for the Austri-

ans (Menger, B6hm-Bawerk, Wieser), the value of product that might be

produced by the same resource units in alternative uses or employments.

This is the price that the user or employer of resources must advance in or-

der to attract the resources away from such alternative opportunities. At the

level of decision for the resource owner, the implicit opportunity-cost notion

is identical to that which is present in Smith's deer-beaver model. To the Aus-

trians, and notably to Wieser, rational behavior on the part of resource own-

ers ensured the equalization of return in all employments.

Jevons was unique among the subjective-value theorists in his treatment

of cost, and he is considerably more classical than Austrian. The cost of pro-

ducing involves "pain" a concept that was almost entirely absent from Aus-

trian discussion. This pain cost can be discussed in terms of marginal dis-

utility. Jevons was thus the complete marginalist, and, for him, all choice

reduced to a comparison of utilities and disutilities at the margin. He was

able to resolve the diamond-water paradox through the use of, essentially,

the classical apparatus. Because he did not sufficiently generalize the alternate-

product conception, his cost theory was inferior to that of the Austrians or
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even to that which was implicit in Smith. Nonetheless, Jevons did concen-
trate attention on the act of economic choice, and this might have influenced

Wicksteed in his major advances toward his wholly modern conception.

Tothe earlyAustrian theorists, costs of production are measured in money,
and these reflect the value of output that might have been produced if the

same resource inputs had been rationally apphed in alternative employments.
This is indeed an opportunity-cost notion, but it is subjective only in the
sense that values of goods are set by their relative marginal utilities to de-
manders. Since these values are set in organized markets, they can be objec-

tivelymeasured.

The MarshaUian Synthesis

Alfred Marshall thought that he had rewritten classical economics, incorpo-

rating, in the process, qualifications and criticisms which apparently were

developed independently of the marginal-utility theorists, despite the simi-
larities in treatment of particular elements. His period analysis provided a

general model in which adjustment lags determined the relative explanatory
power of marginal-utility and cost-of-production hypotheses. His sympathies
were with the classicists, and he sensed the predictive advantages of the basic
classicalmodel.

Marshall was too sophisticated an analyst to overlook the simple idea of

opportunity cost, but explicit statements of this notion cannot readily be
found in his discussion. Cursory reading suggests that Marshall was willing

to accept a naive classical version of real or pain cost arising from the exer-
tions of the laborer and the abstinence of the capitalist. In part, his lack of

precision in defining cost was due to his direct and pragmatic concern with

explaining price formation. Marshall did not ask conceptual and definitional

questions for their own sake, and he seemed willing to stop short of these

inquiries once he had provided what he considered satisfactory answers to

relevant practical questions.
For these purposes, money costs, as determined by prices set in factor mar-

kets, were sufficient. In the long period, after all adjustments are made and if

other things do not change in the interim, prices tend to settle at the level of

money costs when constant returns prevail. To Marshall this was a reasonably
satisfactory statement, reallyall that could be expected from economics. His
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models, here as elsewhere, are often "fuzzy"--one feels deliberately so--not

because he overlooked, but because he recognized the complexities involved in

setting things all straight. Perhaps this is unduly sympathetic to Marshall, but

one feels that, despite the ambiguities, he would never have made the blunders
that his successors fell into over their failures to define costs properly.

Frank Knight and American

Neoclassical Paradigms

In sharp contrast to Marshall stands Frank Knight whose "main concern is

the correct definition of the problem .... " He sensed the ambiguities that

were present in the neoclassical, essentially Marshallian, treatment of cost. In

a series of important papers written in the late 192o's and early 193o's, he es-

tablished the conception of opportunity or alternate-product cost that be-

came the paradigm for modem price theory, notably in its American-Chicago

variant. Starting with Adam Smith's deer-beaver model, Knight demonstrated

its inherent opportunity-cost content along the lines that I have sketched at

the beginning of this chapter. "[T]he cost of beaver is deer and the cost of

deer is beaver, and that is the only objective and scientific content in the cost

notion'" The opportunity cost of a commodity is measured in units of alter-

nate or displaced product and "all references either to 'sacrifice' or 'outlays'

"_ [should be] simply omitted."' "[C]ost must be measured in terms of prod-
ucts, and not of pains or outlays. "5

In this 1928 statement of what he considered to be the "correct" defini-

tion, Knight was following what he later acknowledged to be the standard

Austrian position, especially that represented in Wieser. He also indicated in

a later paper that this position was shared by Wicksteed. The cost of produc-

ing a unit of a commodity is simply measured by the alternative real product

that might have been produced had the resource inputs used in production

been rationally reallocated to other uses. The market value of these alternate

products provides a common denominator for estimation, a value that is de-

3. Frank H. Knight, "ASuggestionfor Simplifyingthe Statement of the General The-
ory of Price,"Journalof PoliticalEconomy,XXXVI(June 1928),359.

: 4. Ibid., 355.
5. Ibid.,363.
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termined in the exchange process. Knight seems to have been correct in claim-

ing this approach akin to that of Wieser who said: "Since each productive

process diminishes this possession, it reduces utility--it costs, and it costs ex-

actly as much as the value which the material and labor required would have

produced if rationally applied. ''6

Within a few years, however, Knight sensed that something was wrong

with his straightforward alternate-product measure of opportunity cost. In

papers published in 1934 and 1935, he tried to spell out his misgivings, but

without great success. 7 He tried to modify the alternate-product definition
of cost to take account of the differences in the irksomeness of different re-

source uses, especially with application to the allocation of labor. In an ex-

tremely complex argument, Knight claimed that to the extent that resource

owners do not equalize pecuniary returns to resource units in all uses, the

principle of alternate-product cost does not wholly apply. If the deer hunter

accepts a relatively lower pecuniary reward for his more pleasant work, a dol-

lar's worth of resource payment withdrawn from deer production and trans-

ferred to beaver production will increase "social" product by more than one

dollar. Hence, the opportunity cost of the resultant increase in beaver pro-
duction is more than the market value of the deer that the resource inputs

might have produced before the transfer. Thus, the net change in irksome-

ness must also be acknowledged and counted.

This is surely a reasonable and fundamentally correct observation. It re-

flects, nonetheless, a notion of opportunity cost quite different from that

which Knight had earlier advanced. The introduction of nonpecuniary ad-

vantages and disadvantages of resource uses severs the critically important

link between the objectively measured market value of alternate product and

the cost that enters into the subjective calculus of the decision-maker. This

6. F.von Wieser,"The Theoryof Value" Annals of TheAmericanAcademyofPolitical
and SocialScience,II (March 1892),618.Seealso F.yon Wieser,_3"berden Ursprungund d_e
HauptgesetzedeswirtschafflichenWerthes(Wien,1884),p. too.

7. FrankH. Knight,"TheCommon Senseof PoliticalEconomy(WicksteedReprinted);'
Journalof PoliticalEconomy,XLII(October1934),660-73, reprinted in FrankH. Knight,
On the Historyand Methodof Economics(Chicago:Universityof ChicagoPress,Phoenix
Books,1963),pp. m4-18. This isa reviewartide of the two-volume edition of Wicksteed.
FrankH. Knight, "Notes on Utility and Cost" (Mimeographed,University of Chicago,
1935).Publishedas two articlesin German in Zeitschriftfiir Nationali_konomie(Vienna),
BandVI, Heft l, 3 (1935).
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linkage is essential if the theory of value is to retain scientific content in any

predictive sense. Without realizing it, Knight necessarily shifted from a posi-
tive model of behavior in which costs are objectively measurable into a logi-

cal model of choice in which costs are purely subjective. In the latter model,

which has no predictive content, the market value of the displaced or alter-

nate product has no direct relevance for the resource owner's decision. Hence,

this value cannot in any way be considered as the measure of h/s cost. Prop-

erly interpreted, as Wicksteed came close to saying, the predicted or expected

value of the alternate product at the moment of decision and as estimated

by the chooser is the cost. And, under this definition, the nonmarket value
of the alternate conditions of employment is included as an essential part

of cost.

The initial position taken by Knight became the orthodox one, and it re-

mains so in the major part of modern price theory. The opportunity-cost

notion is central. "The cost of any alternative (simple or complex) chosen is

': the alternative that has to be given up; where there is no alternative to a given

experience, no choice, there is no economic problem, and cost has no mean-

ing. ''s "Economic cost, then, consists in the renunciation of some 'other' use

of some resource or resource capacity in order to secure the benefit of the

use to which it is actually devoted "'9"The only general-cost theory which can

be maintained will, after all, be that of alternative cost, best formulated as

displaced product cost, but this must be stated subject to the qualification

that it is true only 'in so far' as at equilibrium the indicated conditions ob-
tain."_0

In the context of most theoretical discussion, these are perfectly accept-

able and wholly correct statements. Cost is measured by the market value of

displaced product. Cost is objective in that it can be estimated, at least in ex

post terms, by external observers, despite the fact that market values are set,

generally, by the subjective evaluations by many producers and consumers.

Market prices measure collective evaluations at the margins of production,

and prices are themselves objective.

8. Knight, "Notes on Utility and Cost" op. cit., p. t8.
9. Ibid.,p. 19.
1o.Knight, "The Common Senseof Political Economy (WicksteedReprinted)," op.

cit., p. n6.
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These statements about cost are widely and uncritically accepted by most

modern price theorists, most of whom fail to see that opportunity cost, so
defined, has no connection with choice at all. It is precisely for this reason

that the simple but subtle differences between this orthodoxy and the alter-

native London theory provide suitable subject matter for a small book.



2. The Origins and Development of
a London Tradition

Wicksteed and the Calculus of Choice

Wicksteed deserves recognition for having shifted cost theory away from its

classical, objective foundations. Although Jevons can with justice be labeled

as precursory, the major advance beyond Marshallian conceptions was made

by Wicksteed, who tied opportunity cost quite directly to choice. He stated

that cost-of-production, "in the sense of the historical and irrevocable fact
that resources have been devoted to this or that special purpose, has no influ-

ence on the value of the thing produced" In this respect, cost-of-production

does not affect supply. What does affect supply is anticipated cost "in the

sense of alternatives still open which must now be relinquished in order to

produce this specific article"; 2 this cost "influences the craftsman in deter-

mining whether he will produce it or not. ''_ Here, the critical relationship be-

tween any measurement of cost and the act of choice is established. At any
moment in time, one can look either forward or backward. One looks back-

ward in time in a perspective of foreclosed alternatives. One looks forward

in time in a perspective of alternatives that still remain open; choices can be

and must be made. With this elementary clarification, cost tends to be a part

of choice among alternatives, a choice that must be subjective to the chooser.

Cost does not hold the direct relationship to commodity or resource units

that it does in both the classical and neoclassical discussion.

1. Philip H. Wicksteed,The Common Senseof PoliticalEconomy(London:Macmillan,
1910), p. 380.

z. Ibid.
3. Ibid.

17
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Wicksteed fully recognized the many ambiguities that surrounded the us-

age of the term "cost," and he provided excellent examples.' But when all is

said, Wicksteed, too, remained less than wholly clear. When put to it, he

chose to define cost-of-production or cost-price as "the estimated value, mea-

sured in gold, of all the alternatives that have been sacrificed in order to place

a unit of the commodity in question upon the market ''s (italics supplied).

There is no doubt that Wicksteed was a major formative influence on the

cost theory that emerged in the late 19zo's and early 193o's at the London

School of Economics. And, as I hope to show, traces of the "correct" theory

of cost are found in the acute observations of Wicksteed. This may not emerge

full-blown in Wicksteed for the simple reason that he need elaborate no fur-

ther in answering his own questions. One feels that Wicksteed's cost theory,

as that of Marshall, could have been made fully equal to the challenge pre-

sented by the new range of issues of the 193o's.

H. J. Davenport

Herbert J. Davenport was an American economist and, roughly, a contem-

porary of Wicksteed. His influence was limited to a relatively small group of

followers, none of whom were major figures in the history of doctrine. Dav-

enport's insights on opportunity cost, however, if read from the perspective

developed in this book, suggest that it is appropriate to place his name be-

tween that of Wicksteed and Knight in this summary review.

Davenport's emphasis was on what he called "entrepreneur's cost;' and he

clearly defined this in a utility dimension. "That is to say, cost as a margin

determinant is purely a matter within the personal aspects of entrepreneur-

ship, a managerial fact, a subjective phenomenon, in which all the influences

bearing on the psychology of choice between different occupations and lei-

sure have their place. ''6 Furthermore, Davenport explicitly recognized that

4. "These reflections will explain the great ambiguity of the term 'cost price" ...
[M]embers of the same trade.., willuse the word in different senses.One willdeclare
that he is 'making no profits at all¢but is 'sellingat a loss,'and another willsay that 'things
are bad enough with him, but not quite so bad as that,' when they both mean to indicate
exactlythe same stateof affairs.Men willdeclarein goodfaith that they are'sellingbelow
cost price,'and yet willnever think of suspending operations." Ibid., pp. 38o-81.

5. Ibid., p. 385.
6. Herbert I. Davenport,Valueand Distribution(Chicago:Universityof ChicagoPress,

19o8),p. 273.
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cost is related to the particulars of the choice situation, and, indeed, his em-

phasis on entrepreneur's cost stemmed from his criticism of other writers,

notably Marshall, who confused this with what Davenport called"collectivist
cost.'"

Embedded in Davenport's treatise, Valueand Distribution, is aconception

of opportunity cost that is almost as sophisticated as that developed byWick-
steed. The failure of Davenport's ideas to have more influence than they did

have was due, apparently, to his failure to articulate these ideas and also per-

haps to his petulance toward the idols of the profession in his time. Daven-

port would have surely come into his own had he been able to criticize the

more flagrantconfusions in cost theory that emerged only afterthe 1920'S. s

Knight on Cost as Valuation

It is interesting that before he had written any of the papers previously cited,
Frank Knight had explicitly referred to cost estimation as a valuation process
inherent in choice itself. "IT]he cost of any value is simply the value that is

given up when it is chosen; it is just the reaction or resistanceto choice that
makes it choice"9 (italics supplied). Having made this tie-in between oppor-

tunity cost and the decision process, however, Knight tended to confuse the
fundamental issues in his later emphasis on alternate-product value, a value

determined, presumably, not by the chooser, but in the whole market pro-
cess.

Robbins, 1934

In a basic paper published in 1934,_°Lionel Robbins reacted against the em-

phasis by Knight and others on an alternate-product conception of oppor-

7.Seeesp.ibid.,p. 404.
8.Fora summaryofthehistoryofcosttheoryinwhichDavenport'sideasarepromi-

nentlyfeatured,seeBobM. Keeney,"The EvolutionofCostDoctrine"(Mimeographed,
MidwesternEconomicsAssociation,November1967).

9. FrankH. Knight,"Fallaciesin theInterpretationof SocialCost;'QuarterlyJournal
ofEconomics,XXXVIII(August19z4),59zf.,reprintedinE H. Knight,TheEthicsofCom-
petition(London:AllenandUnwin,1935),p. 225.

lo.L.Robbins,"CertainAspectsoftheTheoryofCost,'EconomicIournal,XLW(March
1934),1-18.Robbins'interestin the issuesherewasindicatedinhis earlierpaper,"On a
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tunity cost, much as Knight himself was led to do in his 1934and 1935papers.

In so doing, Robbins provided the basis for an opportunity-cost conception
that later came to be identified with the London School of Economics. Nei-

ther Knight in his 1924 paper nor Robbins realized the importance of the dis-

tinction they were making, and Robbins considered himself to be merely

clarifying certain ambiguities that had arisen in connection with the emerg-

ing Austrian orthodoxy, the source of which he attributed to Wieser. Specif-

ically, Robbins argued that cost must be defined in terms of displaced value

and not in terms of displaced real product. He demonstrated that once be-

yond the Smithian deer-beaver model, displaced real product has little mean-

ing. His illustrative examples were those of final goods produced with wholly

different inputs or with the same inputs but in differing and fixed coeffi-

cients. Shifts in demand generate shifts in cost under such conditions, and

these cannot be interpreted in terms of displaced real-product alternatives.

Costs are changed because the relative values of the inputs change, values de-

rived from the demand for final products.

Although these clarifications were useful and represented the main thrust

of Robbins' argument, they are not the subject of interest here. More or less
as asides, Robbins introduced several statements that involve a different basic

notion of cost. He apparently did not think of these statements in this light,

perhaps because they were especially obvious to one who had fully learned

his Wicksteed and perhaps because, in another sense, they were immaterial

to his central theme. I refer to his explicit linking of cost to the act of choice

itself. "The process of valuation is essentially a process of choice, and costs

are the negative aspects of this process" (p. z, italics supplied). "[I]t is the cen-

tral requirement of any theory of cost that it should explain the actual resis-

tances which production in any line of industry encounters" (p. 5, italics in

original). "The isolated producer thinks of the sacrifice that he is making by

not producing something else" (p. 5, italics supplied).

Unfortunately, after having interspersed these highly provocative remarks

in his discussion, Robbins proceeded, almost simultaneously, to obscure their

potential impact. In this, Robbins seems to have proceeded much as Knight

had a decade before. On the page immediately following the last two state-

Certain Ambiguity in the Conception of Stationary Equilibrium" EconomicJournal,XL
(June 193o),esp. 209-n.
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ments cited above Robbins said: "The condition that prices shall be equal to

cost of production in the value sense is as essential a condition of equilib-
rium in the Walrasian system as the condition that marginal products shall
be proportionate to factor prices" (p. 6). The subtle but essential distinction
between cost in the act of choice and cost in the predictive theory of eco-

nomic behavior has disappeared in this apparently orthodox neoclassical
statement.

Mises, Robbins, and Hayek on Calculation in a

Socialist Economy

As I suggested in the Preface, latter-day Austrians can with some legitimacy
claim that the concept of opportunity cost, here attributed to Jevons, Wick-

steed, Davenport, Knight, and ultimately developing into a London tradi-

tion, was independently developed by later Austrians and notably by Ludwig
von Mises. In his monumental, polemic, and much neglected treatise, Hu-

man Action," Mises advances a theory of opportunity cost that is, indeed,

almost equivalent to the full-blown LSEconception to be described later.

Mises' explicit treatment of cost in Human Action will also be discussed later.

At this point it is noted only that the German treatise that provides the basis

for the English-language work was not published until 194o. For the period

in question, therefore, Mises' earlier writings must be examined. In this con-
nection, specific reference must be made to his 192o paper, in which he ar-

gued that economic calculation in a socialist society is impossible, '2and to
his book which followed in 1922.'3

A modem reading of these early contributions by Mises suggeststhat some
of the intuitive force of his argument stemmed from a more sophisticated

conception of opportunity cost than he was able to make explicit at that
time. Mises' attack on the possibility of socialist calculation is wholly consis-

11.LudwigyonMises,HumanAction(NewHaven:YaleUniversityPress,1949).
12."DieWirtschaftsrechnungimsozialistischenGemeinwesen;ArchivfurSozialwissen-

schafien,XLVII(192o),reprintedas "EconomicCalculationin the SocialistCommon-
wealth7 in EA. Hayek(ed.),CollectivistEconomicPlanning(London:Roufledge,1935).

13.Ludwigvon Mises,Die Gemeinwirtschafl(Jena,Germany:GustavFischer,1922).
ThesecondGermaneditionappearedin 1932.Misesaddedan epilogueto thiseditionat
thetimeof itstranslationasSocialism(NewHaven:YaleUniversityPress,1951).
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tent with the conception of opportunity cost that emerged more fully later,

both at LSE and in his own writings. Although he did not center his early

argument directly on the cost problem, per se, the general tenor of Mises'

discussion is clearly and quite closely related to later developments in cost

theory, and his contribution to that theory surely deserves recognition along-

side those of Wicksteed and Knight. Quite apart from the importance of
Mises' own works is his influence on the work of Lionel Robbins and E A.

Hayek, the transplanted Austrian who became one of the central figures of
the LSE tradition.

In addition to writing the 1934 paper previously cited, Robbins also par-

ticipated in the great debate over the possibility of socialist calculation. '' An

assessment of his contribution at this stage must be closely connected with

the assessment made of Mises' work. Robbins' argument might well have

been based on a more sophisticated notion of opportunity cost than that

which is explicitly discussed, but one senses in a modern reading that, along

with Mises and Hayek, he could have been much more effective if he had

been able to make more articulate the distinction between objectively mea-

surable cost and cost as an element of a decision process.

Hayek's specific contribution to the development of cost theory that is

contained in his part of the debate on socialist calculation is a peculiarly mixed

bag. In his "Introduction" to the famous collection of essays, Is Hayek fore-

shadows his later and more explicit methodological emphasis on the neces-

sity of distinguishing between the subjective apparent sense data of the per-

son who chooses in the economic process and the objective data that are

available to any external observer. As we shall see, this methodological step

is essential to any genuine understanding of cost. It appears, however, that

Hayek had not in 1935 incorporated this methodology fully into his own ba-

sic theory. In his essay, "The Present State of the Debate,' included in the

collection, he suggests clearly that cost of production becomes difficult to

calculate in a socialist setting primarily because of the absence of the condi-

tions of competitive equilibrium where "cost of production had indeed a

14.Lionel Robbins, The GreatDepression(New York:Macmillan,1934),esp. pp. 143-
54.

15. F. A. Hayek (ed.), Collectivist Economic Planning, op. cit.
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very precise meaning. ''_6This emphasis, which was also evident in Robbins'

work, left the way open for Lerner's effective reply which argued simply for

the adoption of a rule for setting prices at marginal opportunity costs, re-

gardless of the state of the world. _7

My purpose here is not to evaluate the discussion of socialist calculation,

but only to examine that discussion for the contributions it contains to the

pure theory of opportunity cost. With the exception of Lerner (whose in-

sight was much more profound, and who was himself a part of the develop-

ing LSE tradition), those who argued that socialist calculation is possible

accepted an objective definition of cost without any serious critical exami-

nation of the issues that such definition might raise.

Hayek, Mises, and Subjectivist Economics

F. A. Hayek was appointed Tooke Professor of Economic Science and Statis-
tics at the London School of Economics in 1931and held this chair until 195o.

Along with Robbins, he must be credited with providing the source of much

of the LSE tradition in cost theory, a tradition that seems to have emerged

gradually over these two decades. As suggested above, Hayek's contribution

was primarily that of providing the underlying methodological basis for the

more explicit works on cost by others. He presented the methodology of

subiectivist economics with convincing authority; his essays remain recom-

mended reading almost thirty years after their initial publication. And eco-

nomic theory, generally, should certainly have avoided some major modern

confusions if Hayek's essays had been more widely read and understood.
A distinction must be made between the orthodox neoclassical economics

which incorporates the subjective-value or marginal-utility revolution in value

theory and the subjectivist economic_ of the latter-day Austrians, notably Mises

and Hayek. The dependence of price (value) on marginal utility, sub)ectively

determined, can be fully recognized, while essentially an objective theory of

cost is retained. In levons' famous statement, marginal utility depends on

16.Ibid., p. 226.
17.A. P.Lerner,"Statistics and Dynamics in SocialistEconomics;' Economzc]ournal,

XLVII(June1937), 253-70.
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supply which, in its turn, depends on cost of production. As stated, this the-

ory is wholly objectivist in character, although, of course, the valuation of

buyers and sellers is incorporated as a part of the objective data. Costs are

objectively determinable, although the theory does not say that costs alone

determine value. As contrasted with classical theory, one-way causality is

missing, but not the objectivity of the explanation. It is this latter objectivity

that is jettisoned, wholly and completely, by both Mises and Hayek. In this

respect, they differ sharply with earlier Austrians, although they do not seem

fully to sense the distinction. In many respects, they seem much closer to
Wick,steed than to Wieser.

There seems no doubt that subjectivist economics was explicitly intro-

duced at LSE by Hayek. In a paper of major importance, published in 1937,_8

he laid down the central features of the subjectivist methodology, features

that he elaborated in considerably more detail in later works. '9 In his 1937

paper, Hayek gives credit to Mises for the latter's background work, 2°pub-

lished in German in 1933, but made available only much later (196o) to

English-language scholars. Hayek's initial paper provides, in one sense, the

"classical" methodology of the subjectivists, a methodology which is central

to a theory of cost that is related directly to choice and that is to be con-

trasted with the theory of cost embodied in neoclassical orthodoxy.

The subtle distinction between the economics of subjective value and the

subjectivist economics espoused by Hayek and Mises was quite naturally ob-

scured so long as the task of economic theory was largely limited to the ex-

planation of market interactions. The famous Jevons statement about supply

serves as an illustration. So long as individual producers, responding to the

demands of consumers, are the actors whose behavior we seek to explain,

there is really no need of inquiring as to whether the costs of production are

subjective or objective. Costs are obstacles to the choices of producers, and

18.F.A. Hayek,"Economicsand Knowledge,"Economica,IV (1937),33-54,reprinted
in Hayek,Individualismand EconomicOrder(Chicago:Universityof ChicagoPress,1948),
pp. 33-56.

19.Additionalessaysthat appearedin 194o,1941,1942,and 1943areincludedin the two
volumes, Individualismand EconomicOrder,op. cir., and The Counter-Revolutionof Sci-
ence(Glencoe,I11.:The FreePress,1952).

20.Ludwigyon Mises, GrundproblernederNationali_konornie(Jena,Germany:Gustav
Fischer,1933),translatedbyGeorgeReismanas EpistemologicalProblemsofEconomics(New
York:VanNostrand,196o).
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economists can discuss "laws of cost" in this context without presuming that

objective measurement is possible.
With the advent of "welfare economics" regardless of how this might be

defined,such previouslyadmissiblemethodological fuzzinessno longer passes
muster. If idealized market interaction process--pure or perfect competi-

tion-is used as the standard for deriving conditions which are then to be

employed as norms for interferencewith actual marketprocess, the question
of objective measurement must be squarely faced. If prices "should" be

brought into equality with costs of production, as a policy norm, costs must

be presumed objective,in the sense that they can be measured by others than
the direct decision-maker.

Only Hayek and Mises seemed to be completely aware of this problem
and of its major importance, although many other economists seem to have

been vaguely disturbed by it. Subjectivist economics, for Hayek and Mises,

amounts to an explicit denial of the objectivityof the data that informs eco-
nomic choice. The acting subject, the chooser, selects certain preferredalter-
natives according to his own criteria, and in the absence of external change

he attains economic equilibrium. This personalized or Crusoe equilibrium

is, however,whollydifferentfrom that which describesthe interactionsamong
many actors, many choosers. In the latter case, the actions of all others be-

come necessary data for the choices of the single decision-maker. Equilib-
rium is described not in terms of objectivelydetermined "conditions" or re-

lationships among specific magnitudes, e.g.,prices and costs, but in terms of
the realization of mutually reinforcing and consistent expectations. The dif-
ference between these two approaches, the objectivist and the subjectivist, is

profound, but it continues to be slurred over in the neoclassical concentra-
tion on the idealized market interaction process in which all individuals be-

have economically. In an unchanging economic environment populated by

purely economic men, the two approaches become identical in a superficial
sense. In a universe where all behavior is not purely economic, where genu-

ine choice takes place, the important differences emerge with clarity.
At this juncture in the development of economic theory, we must, I think,

ask why the convincing arguments of Hayek exerted so little weight. With-

out question, objectivist economics continues to carry the day, and few of
its practitioners pause to examine critically its methodological foundations.
There are, no doubt, severalreasons for this failure, but undue attention paid
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to the definition of equilibrium, although of immense importance in itself,

may have retarded acceptance of the more general subjectivist notions. Neu-

tral readers of the impassioned debates on socialist calculation might have

been led to think that the central issue was really one that involved the pos-

sibly erroneous derivation of policy criteria from stationary equilibrium set-

tings. Indeed this is an issue, but the subjectivist critique is obscured here. As

noted earlier, this concentration on equilibrium, of which Hayek, Robbins,

and to a lesser extent Mises, all are guilty, left the way open for Lerner to drop

all references to general equilibrium in his derivation of the policy rules that

explicitly require the introduction of objectively measurable costs.

The Practical Relevance of Opportunity Cost:

Coase, 1938

Alongside the more abstract and methodological contributions to cost the-

ory made by Robbins, Hayek, and Mises, other elements of perhaps a more

authentic LSE tradition emerged in the 193o's. These reflect the direct appli-

cation of some of the basic Wicksteed notions to problems that confront the

businessman. This "common sense" approach had its roots at LSE in the

work of Cannan who continually insisted on starting with problems as they

exist. Carman does not seem to have made specific contributions to cost the-

ory, although he accepted opportunity-cost notions readily)'

This practical-business approach was further promoted by Arnold Plant

who seems to have contributed significantly, but indirectly, to the develop-

ment of the London tradition. Plant did not, to my knowledge, treat cost

theory explicitly in any of his published works, but the contributions made

by his students and colleagues reflect his influence. Both R. H. Coase and

G. F. Thirlby, whose contributions are summarized below, were Plant's stu-
dents.

The contrast between the accountant's definition-measure of cost and that

of the neoclassical economist is standard fare. But this contrast--when the

full meaning of opportunity cost is incorporated--takes on features that are
even now outside the orthodox economist's kit of tools. This can be seen

21.Seeesp. his reviewof Henderson's Supplyand Demand, reprinted in Edwin Can-
nan, An Economist'sProtest(London: P.S. King,1927),pp. 311-14.
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clearly in a series of articles by R. H. Come, published in 1938, which were

written specifically for the enlightenment of accounting practitioners. _ These

papers remain known to relatively few modern economists despite their ex-

ceptionaUy clear discussion of definitional problems involved in using the

term "cost" and their necessary and emphatic insistence that cost be related

to the choice process.

"The first point that needs to be made and strongly emphasized is that
attention must be concentrated on the variations which will result if a par-

ticular decision is taken, and the variations that are relevant to business de-

cisions are those in costs and/or receipts" (p. lO6). "It should be noted that

accounting records merely disclose figures relating to past operations. Busi-

ness decisions depend on estimates of the future" (p. lO8). "[C]osts and re-

ceipts cannot be expressed unambiguously in money terms since courses of

action may have advantages and disadvantages which are not monetary in
character, because of the existence of uncertainty and because of differences

in the point of time at which payments are made and receipts obtained" (p.

116). "The cost of doing anything consists of the receipts which could have

been obtained if that particular decision had not been taken. When someone

says that a particular course of action is 'not worth the cost" this merely means

that he prefers some other course--the receipts of the individual, whether

monetary or nonmonetary does not matter, will be greater if he does not do

it. This particular concept of costs would seem to be the only one which is of
use in the solution of business problems, since it concentrates attention on

the alternative courses of action which are open to the businessman. Costs

will only be covered if he chooses, out of the various courses of action which

seem open to him, that one which maximizes his profits. To cover costs and

to maximize profits are essentially two ways of expressing the same phenome-

non" (p. 123) (italics supplied).

A careful, modern reading of these early papers by Coase indicates that

22.R. H. Coase, "Business Organization and the Accountant:' The Accountant (Oc-
tober-December 1938).These articlesarereprinted in David Solomons (ed.), Studies in
Costing(London: Sweetand MaxweLl,1952),pp. 1o5-58.

Alongwith Coase,other membersof Plant'sgroupof young businesseconomistswere
R. S. Edwards,R. F. Fowler,and DavidSolomons. This group was interested in making
economic theory of greaterpracticalrelevancefor business operationsand especiallyfor
accountingpractice.
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the concept of cost embodied in them is conceptually distinct from the neo-
classical paradigm. Coase quite explicitly ties cost to choice, and he rejects

any attempt to classify costs into categories--e.g., fixed and variable--in-
dependently of the identification of the decision under consideration. Per-

haps the most significant contribution, for our purposes, is contained in the

italicized statement cited above. Any profit opportunity that is within the

realm of possibility but which is rejected becomes a cost of undertaking the

preferred course of action. Despite the necessity of accepting this straight-

forward result of apparently consistent opportunity-cost reasoning, econo-

mists were--and are--extremely reluctant to take this step. To include all

foregone profits as costs plays havoc with the whole cost-curve apparatus
that is a part of our stock-in-trade. And without this how could we teach
elementary price theory?

In the strict neoclassical model, costs are distinguished sharply from fore-

gone profits because they are not tied directlyto choice. Costs are objectively
measurable outlays, approximated by the value of alternate product. It is use-

ful to keep the classical foundations of the analysis in mind here. Costs, to

the extent that they are objective and, hence, externally measurable by an

outsider who stands apart from the choice process, provide the basis for a

predictive hypothesis about the behavior of acting individuals (firms) and,

through this, a hypothesis about prices. The neoclassical objectivist world
and the London-Austrian subjectivist world cannot readily be reconciled.

Confusion was confounded by the Robinson-Chamberlin and related con-

tributions in the early 193o'sjust when the more basic notions in cost theory
seemed on the way to being clarified. These contributions elevated the the-

ory of the firm to a position of undue importance in a model that apparently
embodied the objectivist rather than the subjectivist notions of cost. If the

purpose of analysis is to "explain" the behavior of the firm, choice must be

the subject of attention, and costs cannot be objectified. The whole marginal-

revenue-marginal-cost apparatus, strictly speaking, remains a part of a cen-

tral logicof choiceand nothing more because, to the effectivedecision-taker,
both costs and benefits are evaluated in purely subjective terms. It is little

wonder that modern developments in the theory of the firm have been con-

cerned with relaxing the artificial and apparent objectivity of cost and reve-

nue streams by substituting more plausible, even if largely nonoperational,
utility indicators.
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Coase's early work on the theory of the firm was within a choice-

explanatory context and without the constraints of the more widely ac-
claimed contributions of the imperfect and monopolistic competition mod-

els. In this context, Coase was fully correct in his argument that foregone

profits must be included in opportunity cost and in his insistence that cost

be considered as that which can be avoided by not taking a particular deci-

sion.

Despite his major contribution toward clarifying the concept of oppor-

tunity cost in the context of the theory of the firm, Coase did not in his 1938

papers fully incorporate the "subjectivist economics" of Hayek and Mises

into his analysis, nor did he draw the distinction between his concept and

that embodied in neoclassical orthodoxy: 3

G. E Thirlby and "The Ruler"

Academically, both Vienna and Capetown were close neighbors to London

in the 193o's, and, as a consequence of the influence of transplanted LSE econ-

omists, the next major contribution to the theory of cost emerged in Cape-

town. Primarily under the influence of Arnold Plant and W. H. Hurt, an oral

tradition developed at Capetown which expanded the London approach. The

published results appeared in 1946 in two papers by G. E Thirlby. In these

papers, Thirlby, who had been trained at LSE and who returned to London

a few years later, carried forward the process of clarification. He continued

until 196o his attempts to convert other economists to what he considered to

be a more acceptable and consistent view of opportunity cost, but his argu-

ment seems to have been largely neglected.

In his first 1946 paper, Thirlby, like Coase, related the economist's notions

23.In his later, and more widely known, paper on marginal-costpricing, Coase'sar-
gument for the multi-part tariff was informed throughout by the conception of oppor-
tunity cost developed in his earlier papers. His emphasis, as it has been interpreted by
later writers, was,however,on the familiarconflict betweenmarginal-cost and profitabil-
it3,criteria. His opportunity-cost defenseof multi-part pricinghasbeen largelyoverlooked.
SeeR. H. Coase,"The MarginalCost Controversy"Economica,XIII (August1946),169-
82.In a comment on Coase'spaper, G. F.Thirlbycriticizedthe implied objectivityof cost.
SeeG. E Thirlby, "The Marginal Cost Controversy:.A Note on Mr. Coase's Model" Eco-
nomica,XW (February 1947),48-53.
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on cost to those of the accountant. 24Thirlby had fully incorporated the sub-

jectivist economics of Wicksteed and the latter-day Austrians in his analysis,

and his emphasis was on the subjectivity of costs. Citation at some length

from this early paper seems warranted here:

To the subjectivist, cost would be understood to refer to the prospective

opportunity displaced by the administrative decision to take one course of

action rather than another. Cost is inevitably related to the behavior of a

person. The person is faced with the possibility of taking one or other of

(at least) two courses of action, but not both. He considers the relative sig-
nificance to him of the two courses of action, and finds that one course is

of higher significance than the other. He 'prefers' one course to the other.

His prospective opportunity of taking the less-preferred course becomes

the prospective cost of his taking the more preferred course. By deciding

to take the preferred course, he incurs cost--he displaces the alternative

opportunity. The cost is not the things--e.g., money--which willflow along

certain channels as a result of the decision; it is the loss, prospective or re-

alized, to the person making the decision, of the opportunity of using

those things in the alternative courses of action. Afortiori, this cost cannot

be discovered by another person who eventually watches and records the flow

of those things along those channels. Cost is not something which is objec-

tively discoverable in this manner; it is something which existed in the

mind of the decision-maker before the flow began, and something which

may quite likely have been but vaguely apprehended ....

Cost is ephemeral. The cost involved in a particular decision loses its

significance with the making of a decision because the decision displaces

the alternative course of action (italics in original). 2s

Thirlby's emphasis on the ephemeral nature of cost distinguishes his pa-

per from earlier contributions in the LSE tradition. And in this early paper,

Thirlby himself wavers in his adherence to this conception which his later

writings were to stress. Note that he says "prospective or realized" at one

24.G. F.Thirlby,"The SubjectiveTheory of Valueand Accounting Cost," Economic.a,
XIII (February 1946),32-49.

25.Ibid.,33-34.
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point: he fails to see that the very notion of realized cost produces a contra-
diction, as he was later to demonstrate. Similarly, his reference to cost being

"vaguely apprehended" implies that something different from that which is

apprehended emerges at a later point in the decision-action sequence that

might be called cost.

The extension of Thirlby's rigorous opportunity-cost reasoning to the

question of the relevance and practicability of the so-called "rules" for pric-

ing was straightforward, and this was the content of his second paper, "The

Ruler. ''26Thirlby made it clear that he was relatively uninterested in the much

debated "which rule" question, one that obscures the analysis of the "any

rule" problem. As in his other paper, stress was placed on the fact that cost

was not "an objective something in the sense that it can be scrutinized" The
standard definitions and measurements were held to omit valuations of the

"lost opportunities" and Thirlby argued that unless these were taken into ac-

count, no rule could ever be applied to ensure the satisfactory meeting of

people's preferences.

He rejected the orthodox distinction between "long run" and "short run,"

and he was explicit in saying that "cost occurs only when decisions are

made, that is, in planning stages" (p. 259). He clarified the distinction be-

tween what we might call the decision, budget, and accounting levels of cal-

culation. Cost is relevant to decision, and it must reflect the value of fore-

gone alternatives. A budget, however, reflects the prospective or anticipated

revenue and outlay sides of a decision that has been made. It is erroneous to

consider such prospective outlays as appear in a budget as costs. The budget

must, however, also be distinguished from the account, which measures re-

alized revenues and outlays that result from a particular course of action.

This clarification is a simple one in itself, but it is highly useful for our pur-

poses. It shows that the forward-looking or ex ante framework is not, in it-

self, sufficient to ensure the adoption of the appropriate cost concept. The

budget is, by definition, a planning document, an ex ante projection of events;

it does not, however, balance anticipated revenues against anticipated cost in

the relevant opportunity-cost sense. The "cost" side of a budget measures

26.G. E Thirlby, "The Ruler,"South African Iournal of Economtcs,XIV (December
1946),253-76.
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anticipated outlayswhich are to be made asa result of a particular course of

action's having alreadybeen chosen. It cannot reflect the value of alternative

courses of action which might havebeen selected savein the exceptional case
where no alternative revenues in excess of anticipated outlay could be se-
cured.

There is, or should be, no difficulty in convincing critics that cost must be

subjective at the moment of choice. But one can fully accept the subjectivist

point of view in this respect and still think that, after decision, cost becomes

objective and, hence, measurable. In his earlier paper, Thirlby might not

have fully sensed the instantaneous vanishing of cost upon decision. In "The
Ruler" however, this point is emphasized. "[T]he cost figure will never be-

come objective; i.e., it will never be possible to check whether the forecast of
the alternative revenue was correct, because the alternative undertaking will

never come into existence to produce the actual alternative revenue" (p. 264).

Following these two 1946 papers, Thirlby continued to present his ideas

on cost, for the most part in the context of a theory for business organization

and decision. Although most of the central ideas were developed in the two

earlypapers, some shifts of emphasis areworth noting. In a 1952paper, Thirlby

argued plausibly for a more widespread recognition of a time dimension in
economic analysis, particularly with respect to the decision process. "[A] pe-

riod of time elapsesbetween the making of the decision and the achievement

of the results.... A mental deliberation or planning operation, followed by

a decision, precedes the business operations which are so planned." Recog-
nition of this would "keep in front of our minds the high degree of subjec-

tivity in the maximization process .... It would prevent our attributing a false

objectivity to the cost and revenue figures."27

In his latest paper, published in 1960, Thirlby suggests that subtle shifts in
the definition of cost lead to confusion about social cost. "The subtle change

in the meaning of cost, from the valuation of his own [the entrepreneur's]

displaced end-product to the money input required for the selected course

of action, is 9 change leading to still another conception, which carries with
it the suspicion that it is to be regarded as a social cost. It resembles the first

27.G. EThirlby,"TheEconomist'sDescriptionofBusinessBehavior;'Economica,XIX
(May1952),15o.
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meaning of cost, in that it is supposed to be an alternative value displaced,
but differs from it in that it is not the entrepreneur's own valuation of his own

displaced end-product, but other people's (consumers') valuations of prod-

ucts which might have been produced by other entrepreneurs had they not
been displaced.''28This statement accurately summarizes the distinction be-

tween the London conception of opportunity cost and the orthodox concep-

tion that is currently held by most economists.

Mises' Human Action

As I noted earlier,Ludwigvon Miseswas one of the chief sources for thesub-

jectivist economics expounded at LSEby Hayek, and his work was an influ-
ence as well on both Robbins and Thirlby. Mises' earlierwork on the possi-

bility of socialist calculation has been mentioned; some referencemust now
be made to his treatise, Human Actionfl 9 published in English in 1949, but

based on a work in German published in 194o.In this book, Misesdoes dis-
cuss cost explicitly, even if briefly, and his basic conception is similar to that

London conception that is best represented in Thirlby's work. Generically,

"costs are equal to the value attached to the satisfaction which one must

forego in order to attain the end aimed at" (p. 97). "At the bottom of many
efforts to determine nonmarket prices is the confused and contradictory no-

tion of real costs. If costs were a real thing, i.e., a quantity independent of
personal value judgments and objectively discernible and measureable, it

would be possible for a disinterested arbiter to determine their height ....

Costs are a phenomenon of valuation. Costs are the value attached to the
most valuable want-satisfaction which remains unsatisfied" (p. 393)-

Mises' ideas on cost have been further developed by two of his American

followers. In his two-volume treatise, Man, Economy,and the State, Murray

Rothbard adopts a subjectivist conception of cost that is closely akin to that
advanced by G. 1:.Thirlby?° And perhaps the single most satisfactory incor-

28.G.F.Thirlby,"Economists'CostRulesandEquilibriumTheory"Economica,XXVII
(May 1960), 150.

29.Mises,op. cit.
30.SeeMurrayRothbard,Man,Economy,and theState (NewYork:VanNostrand,

1962),esp.Vol.I,pp. 290-308.
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poration of a choice-related notion of cost into a general price-theory con-

text is found in Kirzner's Market Theory and the Price System? l

The Death of a Tradition?

At the London School of Economics, the ideas on cost developed by Robbins,

Hayek, Coase, Thirlby, and others formed a part of a developing oral tradi-

tion which included many participants. Modern adherents to this tradition

seem scarce, however, and only JackWiseman fullyqualifies. In two basic pa-

pers published in the 195o's,Wiseman tried as others had earlier tried to ap-
ply LSEopportunity-cost logic to the long-discussed problems of marginal-
cost pricing, applying this logic both as general criteria for organizing a

collectivist economy and as the specific criterion for public-utility enter-
prise? 2

Wiseman shifted from LSEto Yorkin 1963and Thirlby retired from active

academic life in 1962.There remain, no doubt, residues of the opportunity-
cost tradition at LSE,but this does not inform the mainstream in either the

teaching of economic theory or in the scholarly contributions of staff mem-

bers. In the United States, the influence of Mises and his latter-day Austrian

followers seems peripheral to the modern mainstream of economic theory.
The concept of opportunity cost which emerged from both the subjectivist-

Austrian and the common-sense approaches--the concept that blossomed

for two decades at LSE--seems to have lost in its struggle for a place among
the paradigms of modem economics. Along with other conundrums in in-

tellectual history, this is not easy to explain. The arguments have not been
refuted, and within their limits they surely remain valid. Hopefully, this book

will generate a partial resurrection by delineating the methodological foun-

dations of the two parallel theories of economic process."

31.See I. M. Kirzner, Market Theory and the Price System (New York: Van Nostrand,
1963), esp. Chapter 9-

32.Jack Wiseman, "Uncertainty, Costs and Collectivist Economic Planning:' Eco-
nomtca, XX (May 1953), 118-28; and his "The Theory of Public Utility Price--An Empty
Box," Oxford Economic Papers, IX (February 1957),56-74.

33.The manuscript for this book was completed before I had access to the article on
"Cost" by A. A. Alchian in International Encyclopedia of the Social Sciences, III (New York:
Macmillan, 1969), pp. 4o4-15.
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Appendix to Chapter 2: Shackle on Decision

A survey of London contributions would be incomplete without reference to

the work of G. L. S. Shackle. The problem of integrating intellectual con-

structions within one's own thought is well illustrated in his case. Shackle

was a student at LSE in the years when the opportunity-cost conception was

being developed. In several of his papers, Thirlby expresses indebtedness to

Shackle; and it is immediately evident that Shackle's treatment of the deci-

sion process is wholly consistent with the London doctrine of opportunity

cost. Yet--and surprisingly--Shackle does not, to my knowledge, make the

obvious linkage between his provocative and important work on decision,

uncertainty, and time and the work on opportunity cost carried forward by

his LSE counterparts. In his general treatment of cost itself, Shackle reverts

to orthodoxy.

His contributions to the theory of decision can, nonetheless, be helpful in

clarifying the theory of cost, and some selected excerpts from one of his

books" seem worth presenting:

When a number of actions, distinguished from each other by the sets of

outcomes respectively assigned to them, are available and choice amongst

them is open to the decision-maker, the sets of outcomes, each considered

as a whole, are mutually exclusive rivals of each other. Within each set, the

members also are mutually exclusive rival hypotheses. Thus these outcomes

cannot be matters of fact but are things imagined by the decision-maker.

They exist in his imagination, not after but before his commitment to a

particular act; their existence is within the moment of decision and forms

part of that act [pp. ix, x].

Decision means literally a cut.., a cut between past and future [p. 3]....

We assume that choice amongst a set of rival available acts will be made

in view of consequences associated in some manner and degree by the

decision-maker with the acts. We also assume that the only consequences

relevant for this choice are experiences of the decision-maker.... For three

separate reasons.., they cannot be experiences coming from outside the

34.G. L.S. Shackle,Decision,Orderand Time m Human Affairs (Cambridge: Cam-
bridge UniversityPress,1961), pp. ix,x.
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decision-maker's mind from sources of stimulus observable in principle

by others; they cannot, that is to say, be what we ordinarily speak of as

'real' experiences requiring the intervention of sense perceptions of the

external world; they cannot be 'news' [p. 8].

•.. Outcomes are figments and imaginations [p. 9]. For it is the conten-

tion that the outcomes, by comparison of which decision is made, are fig-

ments of the individual mind (no matter whether in some later actuality

they shall be observed to have come true: nothing could be more irrele-

vant) [p. xo].

These and many other statements by Shackle could be inserted almost

without change in the cost discussions of Coase and Thirlby. Shackle's failure

to make the shift of these relevant ideas to his own--though much more el-

ementary-discussion of cost indicates that the classically based predictive

theory can exist alongside the logical theory of choice in the thought patterns

of a single economist, even though the two theories are incompatible with
each other.



3. Cost and Choice

A century has elapsed since the subjective-value revolution in economic the-

ory, but the subjective theory of value has not been fully reconciled with the

classically derived objective theory. As the notes on the development of the

concept of opportunity cost indicate, economists have not drawn carefully

the distinction between a predictive or scientific theory and a logical theory

of economic interaction. As subsequent chapters will demonstrate, this meth-

odological confusion is the source of pervasive error in applied economics.

The treatment and discussion of cost, especially in its relation to choice, pro-

rides a usefully specific context within which the more general methodolog-
ical issues can be examined.

The Predictive Science of Economics

From its classical origins, economics has laid claim to classification as a pre-

dictive science. This means that conceptually refutable hypotheses are em-

bodied and that the refutations of these hypotheses can command ultimate

recognition by competent professional scientists. To qualify under this re-

striction, the science must have objective, empirical content. Something must

be measurable--at least conceptually--which will allow either the corrob-

oration or the refutation of the central propositions. The basic elements of

economic theory are, of course, the actions of human beings. The science

consists in the efforts to predict the effects on human behavior induced by

specific changes in environment. Operationality dictates that the behavioral

responses be objectively measurable.

Consider the elementary proposition that relative prices rise when relative

costs increase, subject to the standard ceterisparibus qualifications. This prop-

37
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osition is derived from the postulate that individuals behave "economically"

that they seek to minimize "costs" and to maximize "benefits" or "revenues."

But this postulate remains empirically empty until specific descriptive con-

tent is given to "costs" and to "benefits" or to "revenues." The behavioral

postulate is that of economic man. If this is dropped, the predictions are
drained of power.

It is important that the limitations as well as the strengths of this predic-

tive theory be noted. There is no implied presumption that men should be-

have economically. Properly interpreted, the theory's claim is limited to mak-

ing predictions on the "as if" assumption that men do so behave in some

average or representative sense. The motivational assumption is vital in that

this allowsthe scientist to use the objectivelyobservable magnitudes of money
cost and money revenue streams as representations of the subjectively eval-

uated alternatives of choice in individuals' behavior patterns. As experience

has shown, considerable success has been achieved in this genuinely scientific

theory of economic behavior. Men do behave economically in sufficient de-

gree to allow many predictions to be corroborated. But the oversight of the
basic limitations of the predictive theory has led to major error in normative

application.

The orthodox neoclassical model of market process is one in which the

acting units behave economically. To the extent that the model approximates

reality, the objectively observed cost and revenue streams accurately repre-

sent the dimensionally different and subjectivelyevaluated alternativesamong
which choices are actually made by individuals. Tothis same extent, and only

to this extent, specific relationships among costs, as objectively observed, and

prices, as objectively observed, can be predicted to describe the equilibrium
toward which the whole process converges. Note especially that these rela-

tionships, these conditions of equilibrium, are themselves derivative predic-

tions based on the motivational postulates of the model. For example, equal-
ities between prices and marginal costs, as objectively observed quantities in

fully competitive equilibrium, are inferred predictions which depend on the

behavioral assumptions upon which the whole theory is constructed. These
equalities have no normative significance, and they have no direct relation-
ship to allocational efficiency. The methodological muddle in modern eco-

nomics is perhaps most clearly revealed by the unwarranted crossing of the
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bridge between the inferential predictions of the genuinely scientific theory
and the normative conclusions about efficiencythat are so often drawn.

This maybe illustrated in a variation, similar to that used by Knight in his

papers previously cited, upon the simplest of models, Adam Smith's deer
and beaver model. The objective conditions of the model remain as before.

One day's labor is required to kill a deer and two days' labor to kill a beaver.

Objectively measurable costs are in a one-for-two ratio. The prediction is
made that exchange values will settle in a two-for-one ratio, a ratio which

will be described by the equalities between marginal costs and prices. Let us

suppose, however, that the relative price ratio exhibits no tendency to move

toward the equilibrium level that is predicted; prices do not tend toward

equality with marginal costs. Only the most naive of welfare economists
should conclude from this that the allocation of resources is inefficient. In-

stead he probably would introduce, as Knight did, the possibility that hunt-

ers, generally, may have some nonpecuniary or noneconomic arguments in

their utility functions. Marginal costs, as these affect choice behavior, may
then not be the same as the simply observed ratios of labor time. The welfare

economist, presuming only that the market is competitively organized, then
concludes that the price-marginal cost equalities are satisfied in the equilib-

rium that he observes, despite the variations from objectively based predic-
tions.

In resorting to noneconomic arguments in the utility function to rectify

his falsified predictions, however, the economist has shifted the whole anal-

ysis from a predictive to a nonpredictive and purely logical theory. Objec-
tively observable cost-revenue streams cannot serve as surrogates for the

subjectively evaluated alternatives in which noneconomic elements are influ-

ential. The inferred predictions of relationships that characterize equilibrium

positions are falsified. No potential gains-from-trade are indicated if these
predictions are not fulfilled. No welfare improvements could, therefore, be

expected from rearrangements designed to ensure that the predicted rela-

tionships will be produced.

The implications of all this for modern welfare economics could scarcely
be underestimated. My argument suggests that almost all of this subdisci-

pline has been based on simple methodological confusion. It has converted
predictivepropositions into allocativenorms which have then been used to
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make policy proposals. Some of the more specific instances of this confusion

will be discussed in subsequent chapters.

In one sense it might be said that the neodassical economist has succumbed

to the temptation to make his whole theory more general than its method-

ology warrants. This temptation has been increased by the parallel, and equally

confused, logical theory of economic choice, which itself is completely gen-

eral but which lacks predictive content. This purely logical theory, sharply

distinct from the classical in its predictive implications, finds its origins in the

subjective-value theorists, but its more explicit sources are Wicksteed, the
later Austrians, and the economists associated with the London School of

Economics. In full flower, this is the "subjectivist" economics espoused by

Hayek and Mises to which I earlier made reference. Some reconciliation be-

tween the genuinely scientific theory of economic behavior and the pure logic

of choice is required. The achievement of this reconciliation is one of the ma-

jor purposes of this exploratory study in which the notion of opportunity

cost becomes the analytical coupling device.

Cost in the Predictive Theory

If we remain strictly within the predictive science of economics, cost can be

considered to be properly defined in most of the modern textbooks, and
there is little need to elaborate on these standard definitions. This is the cost

of the familiar textbook diagrams, the objectively identifiable magnitude that

is minimized. It is the market value of the alternate product that might be

produced by rational reallocation of resource inputs to uses other than that

observed. This market value is reflected in the market prices for resource

units; hence, cost is measured directly by prospective money outlays.

For whom is this cost relevant? This becomes a critically important ques-

tion. Cost as just defined is faced in the strict sense only by the automaton,

the pure economic man, who inhabits the scientist's model. It is the behavior-

inhibiting element that is plugged into the purely mechanistic market model.

The conversion of objective data reflecting prospective money outlays into

the subjective evaluations made by real-world decision-makers is of no con-

cern to the predictive theorist. In the strict sense, this theory is not a theory

of choice at all. Individuals do not choose; they behave predictably in re-

sponse to objectively measurable changes in their environment.
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Cost in a Theory of Choice

The distinction between the concept of cost in the predictive context, as

sketched out above, and the concept of cost in a more general theory of

choice, as articulated--though not fully--in Chapter z, can best be empha-

sized at this point by elaborating this second concept. The essential element

in this concept is the direct relationship between cost and the act of choice,

a relationship that does not exist in the neoclassical predictive theory. In the

London-Austrian conception, by contrast, cost becomes the negative side of

any decision, the obstacle that must be got over before one alternative is se-

lected. Cost is that which the decision-taker sacrifices or gives up when he

makes a choice. It consists in his own evaluation of the enjoyment or utility

that he anticipates having to forego as a result of selection among alternative
courses of action.

The following specific implications emerge from this choice-bound con-

ception of cost:

1. Most importantly, cost must be borne exclusively by the decision-maker;

it is not possible for cost to be shifted to or imposed on others.

2. Cost is subjective; it exists in the mind of the decision-maker and nowhere
else.

3. Cost is based on anticipations; it is necessarily a forward-looking or ex

ante concept.

4. Cost can never be realized because of the fact of choice itself: that which is

given up cannot be enjoyed.

5. Cost cannot be measured by someone other than the decision-maker be-

cause there is no way that subjective experience can be directly observed.

6. Finally, cost can be dated at the moment of decision or choice.

In a theory of choice, cost must be reckoned in a utility dimension. In the

orthodox predictive theory, however, cost is reckoned in a commodity dimen-

sion. This distinction can be applied to each of the six attributes listed above.

In a theory of choice, cost represents the anticipated utility loss upon sacri-

fice of a rejected alternative. Because utility functions are necessarily per-

sonal, cost is tied directly to the chooser and cannot exist independently of

him. In the predictive theory of economic behavior, the cost of producing

one "good" is the amount of another that could be produced instead. Cost,
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as such, exists independently of the choice process, and there is no direct link-

age between choosing and bearing cost.

Cost, then, is purely subjective in any theory of choice, whereas cost is ob-

jective in any theory that involves genuine prediction. If cost is to influence
choice, it must be based on anticipations; it cannot be based on realized ex-

perience-at least directly. On the other hand, once cost is divorced from

choice, it is a physical concept; it becomes irrelevant whether cost is mea-
sured before, at the moment of, or after actual commitment. In the Smithian

model, the cost of a beaver is two deer, and this holds so long as the postu-

lated physical relationships hold; there is no point in distinguishing ex ante

and expost measurements. Because of the technological or physical nature of

cost, derived from the transformation function in commodity space, the al-
ternatives facing the actor can be "costed" by an external observer. There is

no need for the observer to psychoanalyze the hunter in Smith's model. And

the problem of dating does not arise in the objective definition implicit in

the predictive theory. On the other hand, cost must be precisely dated in any
theory of genuine choice because it is tied to the moment of choice as such.

Before choice, cost exists as a subjective experience. After choice, cost van-

ishes in this sense. What happens to the chooser after he has chosen remains
to be considered.

Choice-Influencing and Choice-Influenced Cost

The six attributes of cost listed above are relevant to any particular choice. If

cost is to be influential in affecting that choice, it must be defined in terms

of these attributes. Nonetheless, we must also recognize that choice has con-

sequences: things happen as a result of decisions. Having committed himself

to one course of action rather than another and having presumably made
some rational estimation of the costs that this would embody, the individual

"suffers" the consequences. He may not regret his prior decision, but, at the

same time, he may undergo "pain" or "sacrifice" when he is required to re-

duce his utility levels.Whether or not choices were tightly or wrongly made
has little direct relevance to the existence of this choice-influenced "cost"

It is this "cost" consequent to choice which helps to create a part of the
confusion between cost in the predictive theory and cost in the logicof choice.
That which happens after choice is made is what economists seem to be talk-
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ing about when they draw their cost curves on the blackboards and what ac-

countants seem to be concerning themselves with. It is necessary that this

choice-influenced "cost" be more thoroughly examined.

If we bend linguistic principle to accommodate orthodox usage here, it

seems best to allow the word "cost" to be used in these two quite separate

senses within any theory of choice, while continuing to employ this same

term in its single usage in the predictive theory of economic behavior. Hence,

we have both "choice-influencing cost" and "choice-influenced cost" within

the theory of choice and defined in utility space, and we have "objective cost;'

defined strictly in the commodity space of the predictive theory. Let us now

neglect the objective cost of the predictive science and concentrate on choice-

influencing and choice-influenced cost. Every choice involves both of these.

First, there is the genuine obstacle to choice, the opportunity cost that was

central to the thoughts of those economists whose contributions were sum-

marized in Chapter 2. Second, there are the utility losses that are always con-

sequent to choice having been made, whether these be suffered by the chooser

or by third parties and whether there may or may not be objectively measur-

able surrogates for these losses, e.g., payouts. These losses are the result of
decision and never its cause. In the one case, cost inhibits choice; in the

other, cost results from choice. These concepts of cost can be discussed more

fully in connection with several of the familiar, but ultimately misleading
distinctions.

Opportunity Cost and Real Cost

Strictly speaking, only choice-influencing cost represents an evaluation of

sacrificed "opportunities" It might therefore be reasonable to limit the term

opportunity cost to this conception and to invent other descriptive appella-
tions to refer both to choice-influenced cost in a logic of choice and to the

objective cost of the predictive theory. In a more general sense, however, any

one of the three conceptions may be meaningfully treated in opportunity-

cost terms. In the orthodox price-theory conception where cost is measured

objectively by money outlays, it is helpful, for explanatory purposes, to equate

these outlays to the values that members of society place on the alternate end

products that might have been produced by the same outlays differently di--

rected. In a certain ambiguous sense, therefore, cost here does reflect "op-
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portunities lost" But it is noteworthy that the "opportunities lost" in this

context more accurately reflect the value of potential alternatives as judged
by others rather than by the chooser himself.

The notion of "opportunities lost" can also be applied to the results of

choice, or to choice-influenced cost. Here the concept is tied to the choice

and the opportunities represent those things that "might havebeen," as these

are viewed after decision has been made. Given this hindsight, alternatives
can be viewed differently than they were viewed before a commitment was

made. Within a before-choice, or choice-influencing context, the opportu-
nities lost are those that "might be" as considered and evaluated at the mo-

ment of choice itself and as reflected in the presently anticipated value of util-

ity lossesexpected to be incurred. Within the post-choice or choice-influenced

context, by comparison, the opportunities lost are those that might have
been enjoyed, as these are reflected in experienced utility lossesor sacrifices.

There can be an important psychological difference in the utility losses in-
volved in choice-influencing and in choice-influenced cost. At the moment

of choice itself, cost is the chooser's evaluation of the anticipated enjoyments
that he must give up once commitment is made; it is also that which he can

avoid by choosing another alternative. Cost in this setting must be and re-

main a purely mental event. The chooser's utility is reduced only in the sense

that it is functionally dependent on expectedutility in post-decision time pe-

riods. After the choice is made, cost may still reflect the evaluation of enjoy-
ments that were sacrificedand cost remains a mental event, but there is more

to it than this. Among the experiences that might have been avoided may be

those requiring an explicit submission to pain, to suffering, to deprivation,

in some physically relevant meaning of the terms. Having made a charge-
account commitment, the buyer must pay his bills when they come due. De-

spite his possibly rational anticipation of this cost at the moment of choice,

he still suffers pain when these bills must be met. This purely physical expo-
sure to negative choice-determined effects enters into his subjective evalua-
tion of the alternative that might have been. In a certain sense, therefore, the

nature of cost is different in the choice-influencing and the choice-influenced

contexts, although both remain in utility space.

So long as we treat cost in either a cost-influencing or a choice-influenced

sense, that is to say, so long as we remain with the theory of choice itself, we

are closer to the classicalnotion of real cost than is the neoclassical concep-
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tion. Either as an obstacle to choice or as an undesirable consequence of

choice, cost represents utility loss. In relatively sharp contrast, when cost is

divorced from the choice process, as in the neoclassical predictive setting,

there is nothing "real" about it. No pain, suffering, or utility loss is involved.

This seems to have been the basis for Knight's conceptual distinction be-

tween opportunity cost and real cost which led him to say that "... all ref-

erences to 'sacrifices' (should be) simply omitted "'l

The Subjectivity of Sunk Costs

I have referred to cost in any logic of choice as "subjective" and to cost in any

predictive science as "objective." In a preliminary discussion in another vol-

ume, 2 1employed the subjective-objective terminology ambiguously, because

I failed at that time to distinguish the separate dimensions of cost within

these related but quite different settings. Cost in the predictive models of

economics must be objective. If cost is introduced into a logic of choice,

however, it is obviously subjective. This has been repeatedly emphasized by

some of the LSE scholars whose works were mentioned earlier, and notably

by G. F. Thirlby.

The consequences of choice, the results of decision, enter the individual's

experiences as subjectively valued events, even though, as noted, there may

also be physical repercussions to the decision. If a commitment is made and

things happen, such happenings affect the individual's utility--quite inde-

pendently of the fact that they cannot be avoided. The individual suffers util-

ity loss as a consequence of a prior decision even if, on balance, the decision

was itself fully rational. This suffering is a subjective event whether it be re-

grets at what might have been or pain at what is. Strictly speaking, only this

subjective choice-determined cost squares fully with the economist's concept

of "sunk cost" or with Jevons' "bygones." Since choice has been made, this

cost is irrelevant excepting insofar as the experience may modify anticipa-
tions about choice alternatives in the future.

1. E H. Knight, "ASuggestionfor Simplifyingthe Statementof the General Theory of
Price" Journalof PoliticalEconomy,XXXVI(June 19z8),355.

2. Seemy "Public Debt, Cost Theory, and the FiscalIllusion,"in PublicDebt and Fu-
ture Generations,James M. Ferguson (ed.) (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina
Press,1964),pp. _5o-62.
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In this choice-influenced sense, cost is related to choice ex post, but it is

not personally tied to the chooser or decision-maker. This is an important
distinction that has contributed its own share in the general cost-theory con-
fusion. As we noted earlier in connection with the first-listed attribute of

choice-influencing cost, the opportunity cost must be borne by the decision-
taker himself if choice is to be affected at all. Indeed, in this context, cost can

be borne only by the chooser; the whole notion becomes meaningless oth-

erwise. By contrast, the consequences of choice--the utility losses suffered
as a result of a decision--need not be endured only by the chooser. Because

these consequences are always realized afterchoice, the chooser himself may

be considered a different person once the consequences of choice are real-

ized. Even when this is neglected, however, there remains no formal connec-

tion between the person taking a decision and the person or persons who

suffer utility losses as a result. Those who "bear the burden"--even though

bearing this burden is a subjective experience--need not be those who un-
dergo the "agony of choosing."

Cost and Equilibrium

Given presumably objective data drawn from nonutility space, neoclassical
economics makes predictions about properties of the equilibrium relation-

ships that will tend to be established behaviorally by participants in the

market-interaction process. To what extent does the equilibrium emphasis

allow for some reconciliation between the two cost conceptions, between the

objective cost of the predictive science and the purely subjective cost in the
logic of choice? Do objectively measurable outlays reflect foregone oppor-

tunities only under conditions of full equilibrium?

If the whole economy is not operating at full competitive equilibrium,

profits-losses may occur and, hence, observed outlays cannot be taken to re-

flect foregone opportunities of the actual decision-takers in any general set-

ting. In full equilibrium, on the other hand, observed outlays directly repre-
sent the maximum contribution of resources in different uses. Therefore, to

the extent that decision-takers behave economically, the observed outlays re-

flect genuine "opportunity costs" even if somewhat indirectly. The apparent

reconciliation here verges on the tautological, however, since the whole pur-
pose of the economic theory in which cost is relevant is to demonstrate how
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choices made in nonequilibrium settings will generate shifts toward equilib-

rium. And choices in disequilibrium must be informed by opportunity costs

that cannot, even indirectly, be represented by measured outlays. In disequi-

librium, the opportunity costs involved in taking the "wrong" decision must

include the profits foregone in the rejection of the alternative course of ac-
tion.

Marginalism provides only a partial rescue here. If an individual behaves

economically, and if no profit opportunities exist elsewhere in the whole sys-

tem, and if all decisions can and must be made marginally, the marginal-cost

derivation of orthodox theory can be taken to represent the genuine "oppor-

tunity cost" of an output decision. This means that all choices are made at

equilibrium in the short-term planning context where output decisions within

the firm are conceptually divorced from the rest of the economy. It is essen-

tial, however, for each of the qualifying conditions to be satisfied if measured

marginal cost is to be employed as an objective representation of the subjec-

tive element that actually enters the individual's choice calculus.

If, on the other hand, the individual incorporates nonpecuniary or non-

economic considerations in his decision, if there are profits to be secured

elsewhere than in the activity in question, if discrete rather than marginal

adjustments are possible, then objectively measured marginal outlay is not a

veritable expression of genuine opportunity cost, because these "ifs" may

represent inhibitions upon choice behavior which are not susceptible to ob-

jective measurement.

There is necessarily a close correlation between the relevance of objec-

tively measured costs for a theory of choice in either long-term or short-term

equilibrium and the presence or absence of uncertainty. In the face of un-

certainty, the evaluation of alternatives by the actual decision-taker may dif-

fer from the evaluations of any external observer, even if the qualifying con-

ditions are met. The inherent subjectivity of cost in any theory of choice
reasserts itself here.

The equilibrium concepts introduced in this section up to this point are

those of the predictive neoclassical theory. This implies that descriptions of

equilibrium take the form of objectively defined relationships among vari-

ables in nonutility dimensions. Prices must bear specific relationships to

costs. If we are content to remain within a more general, but ultimately non-

predictive and purely logical theory of economic choice, the concept of equi-
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librium may be modified. The equilibrium of the "subjectivist economics"

espoused by Hayek is described behaviorally. It is attained when the plans of

participants in the economic interaction process are mutually satisfied. Al-

though prices continue in this equilibrium to bear some relationship to costs,

such costs carry no objective meaning and cannot, therefore, be employed as

criteria for determining prices in some welfare or efficiency sense.



4. The Cost of Public Goods

The predictive science of economics postulates that men behave "economi-

cally:' They act so as to minimize "cost" in some objectively identifiable sense.

By a curious inversion, economists have applied the postulate of behavior

that has proved helpful in deriving positive predictions as a norm in a theory

of choice. Throughout applied economics, the theory of economic policy,

or welfare economics, we find norms that are defined in terms of specified

relationships between "costs" and "prices,' relationships that embody con-

ceptually measurable objective magnitudes. In effect, though perhaps inad-

vertently, the applied economist and the welfare theorist alike accept the
behavior of Homo economicus as a value criterion. In their zeal to apply eco-

nomic theory not to an analysis of institutional interactions but to real

choice, they indirectly propose that decision-takers, singly or in the aggre-

gate, should minimize objectively measurable outlays. This error is funda-
mental, and it extends from the estimation of national income to the eco-

nomics of defense)

Only a few of the many applications can be discussed in detail here, but

these will perhaps be sufficient to indicate the importance of the methodo-

logical distinctions that I have emphasized. Somewhat arbitrarily I shall limit

my discussion to three separate areas. In this chapter, I shall examine the

various problems that arise when the concept of "cost" is applied to public

or collective goods. A discussion of some of the difficulties in Pigovian wel-
fare economics and in nonmarket decision-making follows this.

1.For a criticaldiscussion of the measurement of national product which isgrounded

on analysis that is related to, although quite different from, the analysisdeveloped here,
see S.H. Frankel, The EconomicImpact on Under-DevelopedSocieties(Cambridge:Har-
vard UniversityPress,1953),esp. Chapter IIl.

49
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The Theory of Tax Incidence

The theory of tax incidence commands a lion's share of attention in neoclas-

sical public finance, especially among English-language scholars. A cursory

examination of this literature suggests that the aim is to answer the ques-
tions: Who pays for public goods and services? Who bears the final burden

of payment under specified tax instruments? How does the allocation of
"cost" or "burden" differ under different taxes?

The two words "cost" and "burden" seem to be used almost interchange-

ably. The presumed objectivity of these magnitudes has more or less been

taken for granted. The revenues collected by the treasury can, after all, be

counted. Someone must be subjected to this "cost"; someone must release

command over purchasing power which represents, in its turn, real resources.

Certain taxes generate "excess burdens" over and above the actual revenue

collections, but these, too, are objectively quantifiable, at least conceptually.

There has been little or no attention paid to the possible relationship be-

tween taxes as the costs of public goods and taxes in choices for public goods.
Shifting and incidence analysis examines the choice behavior of individ-

uals and firms, but this is not the choice behavior that involves either the

financing of public goods or the selection among taxing alternatives. The in-

dividual or firm is assumed to be subjected to an imposed change in the al-
ternatives of private or market choice. Here, taxes can affect cost in a choice-

influencing context, and, indeed, incidence theory would be empty if this

were not the case. Consider the familiar benchmark, the lump-sum tax. No

shifting takes place here; incidence is not in question. But surely there is a

"cost" of public goods borne by individuals, and "choice" must be made.

Contrast this with an excise tax, say, on liquor. Here the tax, if shifted by the

seller, modifies the alternatives that the prospective buyer confronts, because

the "cost" of buying liquor increases. It is here that the predictive or positive

theory is at its strongest. Since both the object of consumption and the nu-

meraire cart be readily identified as "goods" in the individual's utility func-

tion and since, before the tax, the individual's rates of purchase for all "goods"

could be assumed to be in equilibrium, the objectively measurable increase

in cost, as reflected in the tax-induced price rise, can be seen as representa-

tive of the increase in subjective cost that actually inhibits consumer choice

for the taxed commodity. It is erroneous, however, to relate the tax-induced
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increase in a consumption-goods price--hence, in its "cost" to the buyer--

with the wholly different "cost" of the public good which the tax revenues

somehow represent. This leads us back to the initial questions. As tradition-

ally developed, does incidence theory really aim at locating the cost of public

goods? Orthodox tax-shifting and incidence analysis is concerned almost ex-

clusively with tax-induced changes in the costs of undertaking private activ-

ities of production, investment, and consumption and with predictions of

the effects of such changes on behavior.

If the analysis yields no information about the costs of public goods, what

value does it have for anyone? If the economist can with confidence trace the

full effects of a tax, he is able, presumably, to array this tax against others on

some postulated scale of equity or efficiency. In this task, he conceives his

role as that of advising the decision-maker, hence indirectly influencing the

choice that is made among tax instruments. This seems straightforward

enough until the sometimes weird results of presuming the objective meas-

urability of cost are recognized. In assessing the consequences--or predicted

consequences--of a tax levy, is the economist seeking to determine the mea-

surable changes in the values of empirically descriptive variables such as

prices, quantities, and employment levels? Or is he seeking to determine the

individuals' evaluations of these changes?

Consider a simple example. Suppose that the pre-tax price of liquor is slo

per bottle and that an individual is observed to purchase lo bottles per year

for a total outlay of $1oo. A specific excise tax of $1 is imposed; the retail price

is observed to rise by the full amount of the tax to $11;and the individual's

annual rate of purchase falls to 9 bottles, for an annual outlay of $99. Assum-

ing a linear demand curve over the relevant range, the economist says that

the "burden" of the tax is computed at $9.50, with $9 being channeled through

to the treasury and 50¢ being an "excess burden." On familiar grounds, the

individual is simply assumed to "prefer" a lump-sum tax that would require

him to pay only $9- On "welfare" principles, therefore, the economist sug-

gests the desirability of the lump-sum tax as a substitute for the excise tax)

To reach this conclusion, the economist must assume that the taxpayer is ex-

2. Iam not concerned here withvarious modern qualificationson this proposition, all
of which derive from some version of second-best limitations. My criticism holds evenif
all of the welfareconditions are fullysatisfiedelsewherein the system.
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clusively interested in the post-tax changes in his position and that he is in-

different among tax instruments otherwise. But there are obviously many

reasons why the taxpayer may not evaluate alternative tax instruments in the

same way that the applied welfare economist evaluates them. The taxpayer

might, in the first place, prefer to suffer the higher measurable cost imposed

by the excise tax because of the wider range of personal options that this

form of tax allows. This option feature may well outweigh the excess burden.

In the second place, the taxpayer may prefer the excise tax on liquor for

sumptuary reasons even though he knows that he, too, bears an excess bur-

den. The tax-induced reduction in liquor purchases by others may be more

than enough to modify the relative standing of this tax on his preference
scale.'

Even if the applied economist is uninterested in the evaluations of taxpay-

ers in any sense relevant to their possible participation in fiscal choice and

relies instead on an externally derived "social welfare function" in establish-

ing his array of tax instruments, the difficulties raised above do not disap-

pear. He would be hard put to defend the objectively measurable "cost"

emerging from the orthodox tax-shifting analysis as a criterion for arraying

tax devices if such a "cost" did not in some way relate to individuals' own
reactions and evaluations.

Costs and Fiscal Decision-Making:
The Democratic Model

What are the "costs" of public goods in the genuine opportunity-cost, or

choice-influencing, sense? This question itself ties costs directly to choice and

immediately requires some identification of the choosing agent. The connec-

tion between the political decision structure and public finance cannot be

avoided. Traditional incidence theory is presumed useful in providing bases

for better informed choices of tax instruments. But it is not possible to dis-

3. In an earlier work, I have tried to relate the effectsof different fiscalinstruments on
the individual's behavior in fiscalprocess. Seemy PublicFinancezn DemocraticProcess
(Chapel Hill:Universityof NorthCarolinaPress,1967).Seealso CharlesGoetz, "TaxPref-
erences in a CollectiveDecision-MakingContext" (Unpublished Ph.D.dissertation,Al-
derman Library,Universityof Virginia,1964).
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cuss these choices without identifying the choice-maker. Who decides? The
answer depends on the way in which political decisions get made. This is ob-

vious enough, but what is so often overlooked is that "costs" vary signifi-

cantly over the many different decision structures.

Let us consider first a simplified collective-decision model, which we can
associate with de Viti de Marco. Here the individual who makes the fiscal

decision is both the prospective consumer-beneficiary of public goods and
the prospective taxpayer. This model has been variously called "individual-

istic,' "cooperative,' and "democratic" by different scholars. The great ad-

vantage of this model is that the choice within it closelyresembles that made

by the individual in his market behavior. He chooses to tax himself in order

to secure the benefits of the public good. What does the individual forego in

making a choice? In making a choice, the individual foregoes the possibility
of avoiding the actual tax outlay; and consequently he foregoes the enjoy-

ment of those goods which might have been purchased with this predicted

outlay. The subjective value placed on these alternative goods is a relevant

choice-influencingcost. This much seems apparent, but is there any reason

for thinking that the money outlay, even if this could be accurately predicted,
reflects the subjective barrier to the individual's decision?

As our earlier analysis indicated, for this anticipated outlay to measure,

even indirectly, the subjective cost, it must be assumed that no profit oppor-

tunities exist elsewhere in the economy, including the public sector.But there

is an additional complication that must also be recognized, one that was

mentioned earlier but not discussed in detail. Collective goods are not pur-
chased individually. Each person cannot adjust his own desired purchases; all

must accept the same outcome. At best, the tax side of a fiscal decision is a

vector, the components of which represent the levieson eachmember of the

group. Consider, then, the decision calculus of the person who participates

in such "democratic" fiscal choice. He "votes for" an outlay on a public good

that is to be shared by all members of the community. What are the costs that

will influence this choice? What are the genuinely foregone alternatives that
he rejects? By not approving the proposed budgetary outlay, the individual's

own tax outlay can be avoided, and, under the rigidly restrictive assumptions

about the absence of profits elsewhere, this anticipated outlay can be taken

to reflect indirectly at least one part of cost. In rejecting the budgetary pro-
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posal, however, the individual also avoids, or chooses to avoid, all other con-

sequences of the collective decision. On the cost side, these anticipated con-

sequences are the tax payments made by others than the particular individual

whose choice we are examining. If he positively evaluates the foregone en-

joyments that others might purchase with these outlays, some cost element

emerges. Choice-influencing cost as an obstacle to the individual's approval

of a public-goods decision can be measured by his own expected share in the

tax payments only in the extreme case where he places no value at all on the

relief of others from "suffering"

If this applies for one participant in a group choice, it must apply to all.

Hence, the total tax payment that is anticipated, measured in money terms,

may be a grossly inaccurate estimate of the "social" cost of the budgetary

outlay that is considered. The choice-influencing cost to each participant,

and hence to all participants in some additive sense, may far exceed the es-

timate produced by the simple summation of individual shares.

This does not imply that the group-decision aspects are limited to the cost

side. For precisely the same reasons, the individual will reckon the prospec-

tive benefits from a proposed public-goods outlay to include not only those

that he expects to secure privately and individually, but also the value that he

places on the anticipated benefits flows to others as their share in the com-

monly consumed good. lust as with the cost side, any measure of anticipated

benefits derived from a simple summation of separate shares is likely to be

grossly in error.

A recognition of these points suggests the limited relevance of modern

cost-benefit analysis, which seems aimed at providing some measures of gen-

uine "social" costs and benefits from proposed projects. The assumption that

anticipated costs, as measured, will equal anticipated benefits, as measured,

implies that the group should somehow be on a margin of indifference in its

collective or "social" choice for or against the project. As we have demon-

strated, however, there is not the remotest reason for making any such infer-

ence, even apart from the important distributional issues that have not yet

been raised at all. If the proposed tax should be levied equally on all persons

and the proposed benefits shared equally, there would still be no presump-

tion that a measured cost-benefit ratio of unity should imply indifference in

group-choice.
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Costs and Decision-Making:
The Authoritarian Model

Choice-influencing costs of public goods differ with the location of effective

decision-making power in the collectivity. Even in the most naive of demo-
cratic models in which the decision-maker is assumed to be both the pro-

spective taxpayer and the prospective beneficiary in some "representative"

sense, genuine opportunity costs must include the individual's evaluation of

enjoyments foregone by others. The fact of collectivedecision requires this. It
is clear that when more complex models of decision-making are introduced,

this nonpersonal aspect of costs becomes more significant. To illustrate this,

we may shift attention to the nondemocratic extreme of the spectrum and
examine an authoritarian decision-structure.

Assume that all decisions for the collectivity are made by a single person

who has dictatorial powers. Limiting analysis to public finance, what are the

choice-influencing costs in such a setting? What are the obstacles to the dic-

tator's decision on the levy of a tax to finance a specific governmental outlay?
In the limit, he will not personally bear any share of the prospective tax to be

imposed. The "costs" that might be avoided by a decision not to impose the
tax are, therefore, exclusively represented in the dictator's evaluation of the

enjoyments which others than himself might secure in the absence of the tax.
In such a decision context as this, it seems almost meaningless to use antici-

pated outlay or payment as an indirect representation of that cost which in-
fluences choice. Asmentioned above, cost-benefit analysismay produce wildly

inaccurate estimates even in the most unsophisticated of democratic models,

because the collective aspects of both costs and benefits are ignored. The re-

suits of such analysis are not, however, without some relevance. Bycontrast,

cost-benefit analysis of the orthodox variety when applied to the authoritar-
ian model becomes absurd since no part of the anticipated outlay, as mea-

sured, is expected to be borne by the man who makes the choice.

Costs and Decision-Making: Mixed Models

In any real-world political setting, collective decisions are made through in-

stitutional processes that usually reflect some mixture of the purely demo-
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cratic and the purely authoritarian models. Most individuals participate, di-

rectly or indirectly, in the formation of group decisions, but some persons

participate more fully than others. That is to say,the effectivenesswith which

particular individuals and groups influence decision-making is widely vari-

able. In such a setting, the costs that influence the choice calculus of an in-
dividual participant depend, first, on his own personalized or individualized

share in an anticipated payment or outlay and his evaluation of this outlay

in terms of his own foregone enjoyments. In addition, he must evaluate the

enjoyments that he thinks others must forego as they are subjected to the

taxing process. Only if each participant in the group-decision process should

evaluate the foregone enjoyments of all others as equally important with his
own would the distribution of the anticipated tax payments make no differ-
ence in the "costs," as these influence or modify decisions. If eachindividual,
no matter what his power over collectivedecisions, should subjectivelyvalue

the prospective tax dollar paid by eachother person equally with his own,

then neither the distribution of decision-making power nor the distribution
of tax shares would modify the costs which are the obstacles to choice. In

such a limiting case, orthodox cost-benefit measurements might be reason-

ablyaccurate representationsof choice-influencing costs and benefits. Merely
the requirements of such a model are sufficient to indicate its manifest ab-

surdity.4
Defenders of cost-benefit estimation may respond here by stating that

collective decisions, however and by whomever made, should be guided by
the project comparisons that the estimatesreveal.The purpose of cost-benefit

analysis, this argument suggests, is not that of ascertaining genuine oppor-

4. It is interesting to note that sophisticated cost-benefit analysts recognize the rele-
vance of the distribution of tax shares (or benefit shares), while at the same time they fail
to recognize the relevance of the distribution of decision-making power. The oversight of
this second distributional effect stems, of course, from the paradigm in which "costs" ex-
ist as objectively quantifiable magnitudes, unrelated to the choice process. Among the ap-
plied welfare economists who have examined the methodology of cost-benefit analysis,
only Roland N. McKean seems to be aware that a problem so much as exists here. See his
paper, "The Use of Shadow Prices y in Samuel B. Chase, Jr. (ed.), Problems in Public Ex-
penditure Analysis (Washington, D.C.: Brookings Institution, 1968), pp. 33-65. For a spe-
cific discussion of the importance of the distribution of tax or benefit shares, see the pa-
per by Burton A. Weisbrod, "Income Redistribution Effects and Benefit-Cost Analysis;'
pp. 177-2o8 in the same volume.
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tunity costs in a choice-influencing context, but rather that of laying down

rules for choice. But why should objectively measurable costs be taken to re-

flect "social cost" under any reasonable meaning of this term? The evalua-

tions of individuals should be relevant in any attempt to derive normative

statements, but these evaluations bear little direct relationship to measured

outlays for the several reasons noted, the most important of which are, of
course, distributional.

At this point, the defender of cost-benefit orthodoxy may reject the im-

plied limitation of his estimation procedure to objectively measurable cost

and benefit streams. He may suggest including in predicted costs and bene-

fits some estimates for subjectively valued, but objectively immeasurable,

characteristics of alternatives. With this step, however, the whole analysis

is subtly converted from one that can claim potential agreement among

competent scientists to one that is purely subjective, not to the actual
decision-makers, but to the economist who offers his normative advice. The

cost-benefit expert cannot have it both ways. He cannot claim "scientific"

precision for his estimates unless he restricts himself rigidly to objectively

observable magnitudes. But if he does this, he cannot claim that his estimates

reflect reasonable norms upon which "social" choices should be based.

The Choice Among Projects

To this point, attention has been limited to the cost side of a possible decision

to impose a tax for the purpose of financing a specific government project.

This particular choice involves a cost, but one that is quite different from that
which arises when different choices are considered. One of these is the selec-

tion of one from among many public projects. Here the choice-influencing

cost will be quite different from that involved in the decision to impose the

tax. To each particular decision there is attached a unique opportunity cost

and this depends on the particular characteristics of the decision.

Economists have often noted that the genuine opportunity costs of proj-

ects undertaken during periods of massive unemployment are nonexistent.

Care must be taken, however, to specify the precise meaning of this conclu-

sion and to examine the particulars of the decision in question. First, con-

sider the decision as to whether or not to issue new currency to finance any

new spending, public or private, during a period of deep depression. The al-
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ternativesare, first, those of doing nothing about the deficiency in aggregate
demand and, second, financingnew spending from taxation or public loans.
Since, by assumption, unemployed resources are available,the issue of cur-
rency promises to generate no inflationarypressures.Tothe decision-maker

who is properly informed, there are no "real costs;' in the sense of enjoy-
ments to be foregone either by himself or others. Since either of the alter-
native courses of action, even if the identicalbenefits streamis promised, will

impose such real costs, he will tend to choose currencyissue. For this choice,
it is correct to say that there is, or should be, no cost obstacle. If, however,
despite the presence of unemployed resources, taxation is selected as the fi-
nancing device, the choice here necessarily involves a cost. The alternative
uses to which money paid out in taxes might be put are foregone by the
decision-maker and others once taxation is decided upon; and these fore-

gone alternatives must be evaluated at the time of choice. The existence of

unemployment may causeeven these choice-influencingcosts to be low rela-
tive to the choice-influencing benefits of the new spending, but there is no

denying that "real costs" exist.
The financing choice, that which is involved in a potential decision to issue

currencyor to finance new spending through other means, must be sharply
distinguishedfrom the spendingchoice,which ariseswhen aselection among
projects must be made.There is, first, the choice between using the funds to
expand private-sector or public-sector spending. The choice of a public-
sector project involves an opportunity cost that is represented in the antici-
pated foregone enjoyments from the possible expansions in private-sector

spending that might be generated by the same funds. Once the option has
been made for a public-sector project, still another choice must be con-
fronted, and this also involves achoice-influencing cost, an obstacle to deci-
sion. Once currencyhas been issued, and the decision has been made to ex-

pand public-sectorspending, the choice among separatepublic employments
of the funds must be faced. The choice-influencing cost of the new post of-

rice building is the subjective value that the decision-maker places on the
new school building that might be constructed instead. The familiar state-
ment, "The post offices built duringthe a93o'scost verylittle in terms of sac-
rificed alternatives"tends to be misleading. These projects did involve gen-
uine opportunity costs to the decision-makers, and these were represented
as the prospective values of other public and privateprojects that were never
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undertaken. The issue of currency, to the extent that this was carried out in
the conditions of the 193o's,was the choice that should have cost very little

in terms of sacrificed alternatives.

The Costs of Debt-Financed Public Goods

Nowhere has the elemental confusion in cost theory been more in evidence

than in the sometimes acrimonious discussion of public-debt incidence. In-

deed, it was precisely through my own involvement in the modern debt-

burden controversy and my subsequent attempt to reconcile my notions with

those of respected fellow economists that my attention was directed to cost

theory? The debt-burden problem illustrates the necessity of distinguishing
between choice-influencing and choice-influenced cost on the one hand, and

the necessity of relating cost directly to choice on the other.
Consider, first, the view that was very widely held by sophisticated econ-

omists prior to 1958.It was alleged that the "real burden" of debt-financed

public goods, the genuine opportunity costs, must be experienced during the
time period when the real resources were actually used. In the case of the
debts of World War II, the steel was used to make guns in 1943and not in

some later period. It seemed manifest nonsense, a violation of the most ele-

mentary opportunity-cost reasoning, to claim that public-debt burden was
"shifted to future generations"

As difficult as it may seem in 1969to hold such a view (despite its continued

espousal in nonsophisticated textbook discussion), orthodox opportunity-

cost reasoning, which measures real costs in terms of real resources objec-

tively quantified and which concentrates on costs independently of the par-
ticulars of decision, leads quite logically to this conception. Who gives up
command over the real resources that are secured for public use under debt

financing? The obvious answer is those who purchase the debt instruments

from the treasury. These bond purchasers are not at all concerned about the
decision to issue debt; their choice is simply whether to purchase debt or to

5.In myearlybook,myideason costwereconfused.SeemyPublicPrinciplesofPublic
Debt(Homewood,IlL:RichardD. Irwin,1958).Somewhatlater,in responseto critics,I
tracedthe differencesin debttheoryto cost-theoryconfusions.Mycontribution,along
withotherpapers,is containedinJamesM.Ferguson(ed.),PublicDebtandFutureGen-
erations(ChapelHill:Universityof NorthCarolinaPress,1964).
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purchase privately available investment or consumption goods. These bond

purchasers surely do not participate in the fiscal choice as such. They cannot

be said to bear the "cost" of the public goods that the debt issue finances. To

locate the genuine cost of public goods, a cost which influences fiscal choice,
we must look at the fiscal alternatives. What is avoided if debt is not issued

and the public goods not provided?

If public debt is not created, if bonds are not marketed, the decision-

maker, along with others in the collectivity, avoids the necessity of servicing

and amortizing the debt in future periods. The costs of debt issue, in the way

that they may influence a decision among fiscal alternatives, must be re-

flected in the decision-maker's subjective evaluation of these subsequent out-

lays. In the choice-influencing sense, these costs are concentrated in the mo-

ment of choice and not in the later periods during which the actual outlays

must be made. But the choice-influencing, subjective costs exist only because

of the decision-maker's recognition that it will be necessary to make future-

period outlays. The concentration of choice-influencing cost in the moment

of decision arises from the simple fact that a decision is made; this cost has

no relationship whatsoever to and is not influenced by the fact that resources

are used up in the initial period.

The choice-influenced costs of debt-financed projects, the losses in utility

as a result of choice, are borne exclusively in periods subsequent to decision.

These actual payments, which may also be measured in money, may reduce

the utilities of others than those who participate in the decision. In one sense,

this burden of debt is always deadweight, and its location in time has no re-

lationship whatever to the time period during which the public projects yield
their benefits.

Some of the contributors to the modern discussion of public-debt theory

have acknowledged that, by comparison with tax-financing, debt issue does

impose a relative "burden on future generations" They reach this conclu-

sion, however, because debt-financing is alleged to reduce private capital for-

mation to a relatively greater degree than tax-financing. Hence, "future gen-

erations" inherit a somewhat smaller capital stock under current public-debt

financing than they would under current tax-financing for similar public

outlays. This line of argument, which can be associated with Vickrey and

Modigliani, 6 is also based on the failure to relate cost to choice. Whether or

6. Seetheir contributions in Ferguson,op. cit. A similarerror ismade byFeldsteinand
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not private capital formation is or is not relatively reduced by debt-financing

is irrelevant to the location of debt burden in periods subsequent to choice.

Even should all funds for the purchase of bonds be drawn from current con-

sumption, the subjective costs of debt issue still consist in the decision-maker's

evaluation of the enjoyments that must be foregone, by himself and by oth-

ers, in future periods when the outlays for servicing and amortization must

be made. The decision of a prospective bond purchaser is, of course, relevant

to the rate of private capital formation, but this is not the same decision as

that of the prospective bond seller. If the bond purchaser draws down private

investment, he does impose a "burden" on his heirs in future periods, and

the recognition of this will be the obstacle to his choice. If he draws down

current consumption, no such burden is imposed. But the point to be em-

phasized here is that his choice is quite a separate and different one from that

made by the debt issuer. The emphasis on the capital-formation aspects of

public debt seems to arise from a confusion of the results of not one, but two
decisions, and the calculus of not one, but two sets of decision-makers.

Ricardo's Equivalence Theorem

Ricardo advanced the theorem that a rational person should be indifferent

between the levy of an extraordinary tax and the issue of a public loan of

equal value. In his model, he assumed that the individual held an infinitely

endorsedby Prest and Turveyin their reviewof cost-benefit analysis.In Feldstein'sview,
the cost of a project depends, in part, on whether or not the funds are withdrawn from
current consumption or from investment. However,to the extent that cost-benefit mea-
surements are helpful at all, the persons from whom funds are secured, presumably in
this casethrough taxes, must be assumed to be in equilibrium betweenconsumption and
investment outlays. In this case, the utilitiesper dollar's worth havebeen equalizedat the
margin. Assuggestedearlier,unless such fullequilibrium isassumed,the wholeapproach,
which is limited at best, becomes worthless. SeeM. S. Feldstein,"Opportunity Cost Cal-
culations in Cost-BenefitAnalysis"PublicFinance,XIX(1964), 126,as cited in A. R. Prest
and R. Turvey,"Cost-Benefit Analysis:A Survey," EconomicJournal,LXXV(December
1965),686-87.

Interestingly enough, Davenport seemsto have indirectly warned against this error a
half-century ago. He stressedthat the cost to a borrower (that which he must give up in
order to securefunds) has no direct relationship to the cost to the lender (that whichhe
must give up when be makesa consumption-saving decision). Two distinct choicesare
involvedand hence two costs.SeeH. J. Davenport, Valueand Distribution(Chicago:Uni-
versityof ChicagoPress,19o8),p. 260.
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long time horizon and that capital marketswere perfect in the sense that the
individual could borrow at the same rateas the collectivity.Under such con-
ditions, the individual could without cost transformone of these two fiscal
alternatives into the other via transactions in the capital market. It follows
that he should be indifferentbetween them.

As such, the analysis is elementary and obvious. But a similar analysis
could be extended to any actof individual choice. If, for example, the indi-
vidual is informed that he may always exchange one orange for one apple

through the market,he will be indifferent between a gift of an orange andan

applebecause of the possibility of cosdess transformation.This does not im-
ply,however, that one orange will be equal to one apple in the individual's
subjective evaluation. The latter equality emerges only if the individual is
allowed to adjust quantities bought and sold to a point where behavioral

equilibrium is fully attained. In isolated, nonequilibrium situations, no such
subjective-valuation equality may be presumed. Hence, as applied to the
public-loan-taxation alternatives, the individualremainsindifferentbecause
he can make the costless transformation,not because the two alternatives are

of equalvalue in his subjective consideration of them.
The recognition of this simple point suggests that the conversion of the

public-loan alternativeto a present-valueequivalentmaynot accuratelymea-
sure, or represent, the genuine choice-influencing cost that the debt issue
embodies. If the individual is observed to opt for the public-debtalternative,
it is an indication that its cost is below that of the tax alternative,which is

defined to be equal to the present value of future debt-service and amorti-
zation charges. Itcannot be inferred that the choice of the individual is mar-
ginal. The choice-influencing opportunity costs, the subjectiveevaluation of
the sacrifice of future-period enjoyments, maybe substantiallybelow the fig-
ure represented by the current capitalized value of the necessarypayment
obligations. Only if it is presumed that the individual has fully adjusted his

spending-saving patternsso as to bring his own rate of time discount into
equalitywith the market rate,can it be alleged that the individual should be
on a subjective margin of indifference between the two fiscal instruments.
Indeed, it is precisely the differencesamong the subjectivevaluationsof equal

present-value instruments with differing time dimensions that causes the
individual to behaveso as to move toward full equilibrium. From a meth-

odological point of view, it is surely illegitimate to derive implications for
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choice among equal present-value instruments, assets or liabilities, from

the characteristics of the equilibrium toward which such choice behavior
aims.

Tax Capitalization

The Ricardian theorem is related to a separate fiscal-theory application that

consistent cost theory may clarify. What, precisely, do fiscal theorists mean

when they say that a tax may be fully capitalized under certain conditions?

The arithmetic is straightforward: the present value of the asset subjected to

a newly imposed tax is written down to reflect the weight of expected future

taxes as charges against income. A purchaser of the asset, after the moment

of capitalization, will not bear any part of the tax burden; this will rest exclu-

sively on the owner of the asset at the time of imposition.

There is nothing wrong in this summary statement of the orthodox anal-

ysis provided that the conditions where capitalization can occur are carefully

specified. The presumption is often made, however, that the "burden" of the

tax is experienced, subjectively, only in the period when the asset's capital

value is written down and that no further sacrifice of utility is involved. This

is based on elementary confusion. The moment of capitalization corresponds

to the moment of choice in our earlier discussion of cost, and it may clarify

the analysis to think of an asset owner's making a choice which involves giv-

ing up, either in taxation or in some other form, a claim to a part of the as-

set's future income stream. There will be a choice-influencing opportunity

cost here, a purely subjective evaluation of the alternatives that must be fore-

gone by the fact of the abandonment of future-period claims to income.

However, just as with debt issue, this subjective cost arises only because of

the expectation that, in future periods, some payment must be made from

income, that some potential enjoyment from the use of income must be

foregone. Once the choice is made and the tax or other claim against the as-

set's income is imposed, consequences follow, and these include the con-

tracted necessity of making the required payments. These become the choice-

influenced costs of the decision taken earlier, and these can be measured

objectively as well as evaluated subjectively. The owner of the asset experi-

ences utility losses in such later periods. These cannot be eliminated by the

process of capitaliTation since, in fact, the anticipation of these future-period
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utility losses is the only basis for the subjective costs experienced at the mo-

ment of choice or of capitalization.

There hasbeen here some confusion between the transfer of burden among

asset owners and the temporal location of this burden. Capitalization con-
centrates the taxburden on the owner of an assetat the moment of the initial

levy. But "at the moment" refers to the ownership pattern, not to the tax bur-
den. Even if the owner should sell the asset immediately after full capitaliza-

tion, he will still experience the choice-influenced costs in subsequent time

periods.

In tax capitalization, as in ordinary economic choice, there are two costs,

not one, and it is necessary to keep these distinct. Fully analogous to the

choice-influencing cost of any decision, there is the purely subjective reali-
zation that future income streams are reduced. This is experienced in the

sensation of evaluating the future enjoyment of opportunities that have sud-

denly been foreclosed. Analogous to choice-influenced cost, there is the ex-

perienced utility loss that was anticipated and which has its objective equiv-

alent in the payment obligations made. The asset owner cannot, therefore,

fully capitalize future tax payments in the sense of suffering all real burden
at the moment of imposition under any conditions. There is nothing at all

contradictory in this conclusion once the duality of cost in anychoice is fully

recognized. An anticipated cost is not and cannot be a substitute for a real-

ized burden, nor can these two be dimensionally equivalent. "The coward
dies a thousand deaths" before he dies.



5. Private and Social Cost

Equality between marginal private cost and marginal social cost is the alloca-

tive criterion of Pigovian welfare economics, _and the principle remains ac-

ceptable to most modern welfare economists. Corrective taxes and subsidies

are deemed to be required in order to satisfy the necessary conditions for

optimality when external effects are observed to be present. The subject of

discussion here is limited to the cost conception that is implicit in the Pigo-

vian policy criterion; for this reason, there is no need to review recent works

in the theory of externality, as such, some of which place major qualifications

on the Pigovian norms) The purpose of this chapter is to demonstrate that

the Pigovian principle embodies a failure to make the distinction between

costs that may influence choice and costs that may be objectively measured.

Summary Analysis

Consider a standard example where the behavior of one person (or firm) ex-

erts marginal external diseconomies on others than himself. These represent

the loss of "goods" to others for which they are not compensated through

ordinary market dealings. Application of the Pigovian norm suggests that the

1.The companion criterion, equalitybetween marginal privateproduct and marginal
socialproduct, reduces to the cost criterion when the latter is stated in opportunity-cost
terms.The failure to take action that exerts externalbenefits can be treated as analytically
equivalent to the taking of action that exertsexternalcosts.In hisown formulation, Pigou
used the product terminology almost exclusively,although he referredto both types of
divergence.SeeA. C. Pigou, TheEconomicsofWelfare(4th ed.;London:Macmillan,1932),
esp. pp. 131-35.

2. Notably,R. H. Coase, "The Problemof SocialCosts;' lournal ofLawand Economics,
Ill (October196o),1-44;Otto A. Davisand AndrewWhinston, "Externality,Welfare,and
the Theory of Games,"]ournalof PoliticalEconomy,LXX(June1962),z41-62.
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costs imposed externally on those who are not party to the decision-making

should be brought within the calculus of the decision-maker. These costs
should be added to the decision-maker's own internal costs, costs that he is

presumed to take into account. The device often suggested is the levy of a tax

on the performance of the externality-generating activity,a tax that is equated
to the external costs per unit that the activity imposes. Other devices some-

times advanced are institutional arrangements designed to internalize the ex-

ternality. In all cases, the purpose is to bring the costs that inform or influ-

ence the decision-maker into conformity with true "social" costs. The models

remain individualistic in the sense that "social" costs are computed by asim-

ple summation over individuals in the relevant community or group.

A Closer Look

According to the Pigovian theory, the change in "costs" which results from

an explicitly recommended levy of a tax modifies the behavior of the acting

person so that "efficiency" results. But what is meant by "costs" here? This

Pigovian framework provides us with perhaps the best single example of con-
fusion between classicallyderived objective cost concepts and the subjective

cost concepts that influence individual choice.
Consider, first, the determination of the amount of the corrective tax that

is to be imposed. This amount should equal the external costs that others

than the decision-maker suffer as a consequence of decision. These costs are

experienced by persons who may evaluate their own resultant utility losses:
they may well speculate on what "might have been" in the absence of the

external diseconomy that they suffer. In order to estimate the size of the cor-

rective tax, however, some objective measurement must be placed on these

external costs. But the analyst has no benchmark from which plausible esti-
mates can be made. Since the persons who bear these "costs"--those who

are externally affected--do not participate in the choice that generates the
"costs" there is simply no means of determining, even indirectly, the value

that they place on the utility loss that might be avoided. In the classicexam-

ple, how much would the housewife whose laundry is fouled give to have the

smoke removed from the air?Until and unless she is actuallyconfronted with

this choice, any estimate must remain almost wholly arbitrary. Smoke dam-

age cannot be even remotely approximated by the estimated outlays that
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would be necessary to produce air "cleanliness:' "Clean air" can, of course,

be physically defined; the difficulty does not lie in the impossibility of defin-

ing units in a physically descriptive sense. Regardless of definition, however,

"clean air" cannot be exchanged or traded among separate persons. Each per-

son must simply adjust to the degree of air cleanliness that exists in his en-

vironment. There is no possibility of marginal adjustments over quantifies

of the "good" so as to produce an equilibrium that ensures against interper-
sonal differences in relative evaluations.

Figure 1 illustrates my argument. There is no way in which the analyst can

objectively determine whether the housewife is at position A, B, or C on the

diagram, yet it is clear that the utility loss, both at the margin and in total,

may be significantly different in the three cases. There is no behavioral basis
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for observing evaluations here. Figure 1also suggests that if individual pref-
erence functions have the standard properties, the valuations of separate per-

sons probably vary directlywith private-goods income. The affluent house-

wife will value clean air more highly than the poverty-stricken. The reason is

obvious. The external diseconomy, "smoke damage" cannot be "retraded"

among persons. If it could be, the poverty-stricken housewife might be quite
willing to take on an extra share of the damage in exchange for some mon-

etary payment fromher affluent neighbor. But since such a trade cannot take

place, she must simply adjust to the degreeof "bads" in her environment.

Objective measurement of externally imposed costs seems more feasible
in cases where the removal of the damaging agent results in changes in the
production function of firms. If the damagedunits should beproducing firms,

not individuals, there would seem to be no need to get into the complica-

tions of evaluating utility losses. A change in the rate of "pollution" can be

observed to change the rate of outlay required for producing marketable
goods and services.Since these goods and services command prices in mar-
kets, objective measurement of their value can be made?

If a correctivetax, equal to the costs that are imposed externally upon oth-
ers (whichwe shall now assume to be objectivelymeasurable despite the prob-

lems noted above), is to generate the behavioral changes predicted by the Pi-
govian analysis, the internal costs as faced by the decision-maker must also
be objectivelymeasurable, at least indirectly. The analysis assumes implicitly
that, in the absence of the correctivetax, choices areinformed by money out-
lays made in purchasing inputs in ordinary market transactions. Asan earlier
discussion has shown, however,there is no logical support for this presump-

3. It seems likely that this helps to explain the source of the confusion. Marshall and

Pigou developed the externality notion within the context of interfirm models, implicitly
assuming competitive structures. As we shall see, the relevance of objectively measurable
costs is limited even in this model, but the errors are of a different order of magnitude
from those that arise when the externalities refer to an interpersonal interaction or to an
interfirm interaction where utility functions are employed. The possibility of objectively
measuring external costs does not, of course, ensure that the policy of levying a corrective
tax is desirable. Under competition, this policy can be plausibly defended within certain
limits. In noncompetitive structures, by contrast, the attempt to levy corrective taxes on
an externality-generating firm may do more harm than good. On this elementary point,
see my "External Diseconomies, Corrective Taxes, and Market Structure," American Eco-
nomic Review, LIX (March 1969), 174-77.
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tion in the general case. Observed money outlays need not reflect choice-

influencing costs, the genuine opportunity costs that the decision-maker con-
siders.

There is an obvious inconsistency. The Pigovian norm aims at bringing

marginal private costs, as these influence choice, into line with social costs, as

these are objectively measured. Only with objective measurability can the

proper corrective devices be introduced. But under what conditions can ob-

jectively measurable costs, external and internal, be taken to reflect, with even

reasonable accuracy, the costs that the effective decision-maker may take into

account. In conditions of ideal competitive equilibrium, the costs that can be

measured by the observer provide a reasonable proxy for the subjective eval-

uations of decision-makers. However, almost by definition, external effects

are not imposed in such a setting.

Internal Costs, Equilibrium, and Quasi-Rents

The conditions under which these outlays may be taken to measure, even

indirectly, the subjective barrier to choice must be carefully specified. These

are as follows: (1) The individual, or firm, must be in full competitive equi-

librium with respect to the activity that generates the external diseconomy;

(2) at this equilibrium level of activity, and only at this level, losses are avoided

and no profits are made; and (3) there are no profits in prospect of being

made anywhere else in the economy. Under such conditions, the costs that

may be avoided are simply the outlays that must be made. The individual, or

firm, has available only one alternative loss-avoiding course of action which

is that of not acting. In the latter, he avoids the outlay that the decision to

act, considered in total or at the margin, requires. Not acting is clearly the
most attractive alternative course of behavior here since all other alternatives

must yield net losses.

It is important to note that quasi-rents cannot exist in the competitive

equilibrium required in this model. The device of capitalizing differential re-

source capabilities into quasi-rents so as to equalize costs among separate
firms cannot, therefore, be utilized. If it is to exist at all, the bridge between

choice-influencing costs and objectively measurable outlays depends critically

on the absence of quasi-rents. If such rents exist, either with respect to the

personal behavior of an individual or with respect to the productive activity
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of a firm, there can be no presumption that anticipated outlay measures sub-

jective opportunity costs, those that must influence actual choice behavior.

The indirect linkage between subjective opportunity costs and objectively

measured outlays which such equilibrium establishes is shattered. The rea-

son is that in the presence of "quasi-rents" the individual or the firm has

available more than one loss-avoiding alternative course of action. "Quasi-
rents" or their equivalent provide a cushion which allows subjectively rele-
vant elements of the decision calculus to become meaningful. As Frank Knight

recognized, even if imperfectly,in his 1935papers,4the allowance for any non-
pecuniary aspects in the choice calculus of an individual or a firm plays havoc

with the use of measurable outlays as surrogates for the opportunity costs
that do, in fact, influence choice behavior. For our purposes at this point, the

allowance of "quasi-rents" or their equivalent destroys the underlying logic

of the Pigovian policy norms. There is simply no means to make an effective

translation between the subjective opportunity costs that influence decision

and the objectively measurable outlays that both the decision-taker and oth-
ers who are externally affected undergo as a result of decision.

An Illustrative Example

Much of the critical analysis may be clarified bya simple illustrative example.

Letus suppose that I enjoy foxhunting and that I maintain a kennel of hounds

near my residence. I am considering adding one more hound to my already-
large pack, and I know with reasonable accuracy the market price for hounds.

This price is, let us say,$1oo.

My neighbor liveswithin sound range of my kennel, and he (and his fam-

ily) will suffer some predictable utility loss if I decide to purchase the addi-

tional dog. For purposes of analysis here, let us say that this external damage

can be reasonably evaluated at $45, presumably by an expert observer and

also by both my neighbor and myself. Now let us suppose that I anticipate
the incremental benefits of the additional dog at s16o. This substantially ex-

ceeds the price of $1oo.Let us also assume that there are no alternative spend-

4. E Knight,"NotesonUtilityand Cost"(Mimeographed,UniversityofChicago,1935).
PublishedastwoGermanarticlesinZeitschriftfi_rNationalOkonomie(Vienna),BandVI,
Heft1,3 (1935).
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ing outlets where I can secure net marginal benefits. In such circumstances,

the opportunity costs arising from the enjoyments that I must avoid by the
fact of making the outlay can roughly be measured at $1oo. However, in ad-

dition to these costs, I may well, in my calculus of decision, place some value

on the enjoyments that my neighbor must also forego as a consequence of
my purchasing the dog. His anticipated suffering, as well as my own, can be

an obstacle to my decision.

Suppose that I try as best I can to place a value on this expected loss in
utility for my neighbor and that I arrive at a figure of *45,which, as noted

above, does roughly represent the value that he himself places on the action.

The obstacle to my choice, my choice-influencing cost, will embody two ele-

ments. First, there is the evaluation of the alternative uses of the anticipated

sloo outlay, which, under the conditions postulated, we measure at $1oo.

Second, there is the evaluation that I place on the anticipated enjoyments
that my neighbor must forego, in this case s45- Under such circumstances, I

will proceed to carry out the purchase since the anticipated marginal bene-

fits, $16o,exceed the evaluation of foregone alternatives, $145.

Note that in the behavior postulated, I am acting in accordance with the

Pigovian criterion, treated here as an ethical norm for private behavior.Quite

literally, I am treating my neighbor as myself, and my internal decision cal-
culus accurately reflects "marginal social cost" as the obstacle to decision, de-
spite the absence of any corrective tax. Note also, however, that for the dis-

crete choice in question, I shall be observed to impose an external cost on

my neighbor for which I do not compensate him. Ifa Pigovian-trained econ-

omist should be called in to advise the government, he would likely recom-
mend that I be subjected to a corrective tax, levied in the amount of the ex-

ternal costs, in this example $45.It is clear that, unless the components of my

subjective opportunity costs are directly modified by such a tax, the effect

will be to change my decision. Costs that a positive decision embody will now

be approximated at $19o.Facing these, I shall refrain from purchasing the

hound despite the "social" or allocative distortion that my failure to do so
generates. In this example, the corrective tax tends to convert a socially de-

sirable choice outcome into a socially undesirable one.

My internal opportunity-cost components may be modified by the im-

position of the tax. If I am fully aware that I am being taxed for the express

reason that my behavior generates the external economy, I may reduce the
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valuation that I place on my neighbor's foregone enjoyment of silence. This

reaction may be especially likely if the proceeds of the tax are earmarked for

direct transfer to my neighbor. Such a direct linkage, and more importantly

such a consciousness of the purpose of corrective taxes, has not been em-

phasized in the Pigovian literature and does not seem remotely descriptive of

choice behavior. At best, we may acknowledge some substitution between the

tax and the subjective valuation of the "external" component of opportunity

cost; surely there is no reason to expect anything like a full offset.

In the simplified example, it is assumed that I value the foregone alterna-

tives of others more or less equally with my own. This extreme altruism need
not, of course, be assumed in order to reach the conclusion that the correc-

tive tax produces inefficient outcomes. In the discrete choice discussed in the

example, even if I place a valuation of only $26 on the foregone enjoyment of

my neighbor, the corrective tax of s45 will cause me to choose the inefficient

outcome (sloo + $16 + s45 = s161 > s16o). This valuation figure becomes

even smaller as the personal "quasi-rent" or "marginal surplus" is reduced.

Suppose, for example, that my estimate for marginal benefits is only *146,

and that I place only a $z valuation on the foregone enjoyment of my neigh-

bor. My choice-influencing costs after the tax are then $147 ($1oo + s2 +

$45), which exceed my anticipated marginal benefits. I shall be led to the in-

efficient social choice, although the differential inefficiency here will be lower

than in those cases where I place a somewhat higher valuation on the pro-

spective utility losses of others.

Pigovian Economics and Christian Ethics

The example above suggests that a defense of the Pigovian policy norm's ap-

plicability may lie in the behavioral assumption that each person acts strictly

in accordance with his own narrowly defined, materialistic "private" interest.

His own behavior may be assumed to be wholly uninfluenced by the effects

it exerts on other persons. Under such conditions, it might be argued, the

demonstrated conflict between the corrective policy and the achievement of

allocative efficiency would not arise. As the following section will show, even

this restrictive assumption will not rescue the Pigovian analytics. At this point,
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however, the legitimacy of the assumption itself must be more carefully ex-
amined.

Initially, the behavioral assumption seems nothing more than an exten-
sion of the "economic man" who roams throughout predictive economic

theory. Closer examination reveals, however, that the requirement here is
much more restrictivethan this. In the traditional neoclassicaltheory of mar-

kets, the implicit behavioral assumption is that of "nontuism," first clarified
by Wicksteed. This is merely the assumption that, by and large and on the

average, individuals or firmsengaged in market-like behavior leave out of ac-
count the direct interests of those who are on the opposing side of the trad-

ing contract. The "economic man" of Wick,steed can adhere to a Christian
ethic without neurosis, since he can, if he so chooses, incorporate in his be-

havior pattern some recognition of the interestsof all his fellowsexcept those

with whom he is directlytrading. He may continue to "love his neighbor;' as

long as his neighbor is not trading with him. In the externality relationship,

by definition, trade does not take place. It seems reasonable to think that it
is precisely in this kind of relationship that genuinely benevolent behavior
patterns might be witnessed. Indeed, it might plausibly be argued that in al-
most all of our nonmarket behavior, there is potential externality and that

the ordinary functioning of civil society depends criticallyon a certain mutu-
alityof respect.When property rightsare not welldefined and, hence, market-

like arrangements are difficult to establish, the very forms of behavior seem
to pay at least lip service to something other than narrowly defined self-
interest. "May I smoke?" provides a classic illustration.

The departures from behavior patterns based on narrowly materialistic
utility functions seem to be almost universal only when personalexternality

relationships exist. That is to say,the argument against the narrow self-interest

assumption applies fully only when the potential externality relationship is
limited to a critically small number of persons. In large-number groups, by

comparison, there may be little or no incorporation of the interests of "oth-
ers" in the utility calculus of individuals. Here the individual really has no

"neighbors;' or may have none in any effectivebehavioral sense, despite the

presence of "neighborhood effects." Under the latter conditions, the Pigo-

vian logic and its policy implications are at least partiallyrestored. The per-
son who litters the nonresidential street in the large city probably does not
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worry much about the effects of his action on others. This suggests that, for

such cases, the corrective devices implied by the Pigovian analysis should not

generate conflicts with standard aUocative norms provided, of course, that all

of the other conditions required for their applicability are met. s

Narrow Self-Interest and Alternative-Opportunity

Quasi-Rents

The preceding section indicated that one means of rescuing the Pigovian

policy logic lies in making the explicit assumption that no factor involving

"regard for others" influences the choices of the person who exerts external

costs. Even with this constraint on individual utility functions, however, con-

flicts between applications of the policy norms and efficiency criteria will

arise if prospective "quasi-rents" exist for alternative courses of action. This

can also be shown in terms of the simple illustrative example already dis-
cussed.

In the earlier use of the example, we assumed that no "profit" prospects

exist for any other spending opportunities. In this case and only in this case

will the expected money outlay on resource inputs, $1oo, reflect at all accu-

rately the internal component of genuine opportunity costs, and the expected

5.It is perhaps worth noting herethe interestingdifferencein emphasis betweenpo-
litical scientistsand economists, both of whom discussessentiallythe same behavioralin-
teractions.In politics,primary emphasis has traditionallybeen placed on politicalobli-
gatmn, on the duty of the individual to act in the "public interest" This represents an
attempt to improve results through modifying the individual's utility function in the di-
rection of causing him to placea highervaluation on the utilitiesof others. Relativelylittle
attention has been given until quite recently to the prospects of making institutional
changes that willchannel privatechoice in the direction of producing more desirableso-
cial results.

In economics, by contrast, institutional or policy changes havebeen the center of at-
tention, and relativelylittle discussionhas beendevoted to norms for individual behavior.
Asour analysis shows, economists have implicitlyassumed that individualsact in accor-
dance with quite narrowly defined self-interest, and they have developed policy norms
which may prove inapplicable if this underlyingbehavioralpostulate isnot descriptiveof
reality.

For an earlierdiscussion of this differencebetweenthe two disciplines, see my "Mar-
ginal Notes on Reading PoliticalPhilosophy" included as Appendix I in lames M. Bu-
chanan and Gordon Tullock,The CalculusofConsent(Ann Arbor:Universityof Michigan
Press,1962;PaperbackEdition, 1965).
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marginal tax, S45,the comparable externally imposed component. In such a

model, the added assumption that the choosing-acting person places no eval-
uation on either the utility levels attained by others or the changes in these

levels that are the results of his own behavior will restore the consistency be-

tween the Pigovian policy logic and overall efficiency norms. What we now

must show is that, even if we retain the narrowly defined self-interest as-

sumption about individual behavior, any relaxation of the assumption about

"profits" or "quasi-rents" in alternative courses of action will undermine the

whole policy apparatus.
Consider the situation where there are anticipated "profit" prospects in

alternative spending opportunities. Suppose that in considering the purchase

of the additional foxhound, from which I estimate a marginal benefit of $16o,

I expect the outlay on resource inputs measured at $1oo, but that I also an-

ticipate that I could invest $1ooin some other line of activity yielding an ex-
pected marginal benefit which I subjectively value at $H5. In this case, $1x5,

and not $1oo,is the figure that best represents my choice-influencing oppor-

tunity cost, the barrier to choice, before the imposition of the tax. Suppose

now that the corrective tax of s45 is levied on the marginal purchase, and, as

before, let us accept that this accurately reflects my neighbor's own evalua-
tion of the external damage that he will suffer from my action. It follows that

"social costs"--those costs that must be borne by all members of the group

and which are the result of the marginal choice--are best measured at $16o.

This figure reflectsmy own marginal opportunity costs, now measured at $_15,

plus the external costs borne by my neighbor, measured at s45. Because both

the social costs and the social benefits of my acquiring another foxhound are
measured at $16o,the standard allocative norms suggest that I should be in-
different in the decision. Note, however, that this indifference will notbe re-

alized in my own choice calculus once the corrective tax is imposed on my

marginal purchase. As I now confront the alternatives, my choice-influencing

costs will be $166.75, not $16o.Not only must I value the expected outlay on
inputs in terms of the foregone alternatives, i.e., $_15,but also, I must value

the expected marginal tax outlay in terms of foregone alternatives which pay-

ment will make impossible to achieve. If the expected "profit" on the $1oo

outlay in an alternative course of action is $115,we should expect the choice-

influencing costs of the expected $45tax to be roughly $51.75.The choice is
no longer marginal in my own decision calculus; the corrective tax has
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caused choice-influencing opportunity costs--pr/vate costs--to exceedmar-

ginal social costs. I shall overadjust my behavior, even considering the most
restrictive self-interest arguments in my utility function.

Conclusion

I should emphasize that this chapter is not designed as a general critical anal-

ysis of the Pigovian policy norms. Such an analysis would have required the

treatment of many interesting issues that have been ignored here. My pur-

pose has been to utilize this familiar branch of applied economic theory to

demonstrate the desirability of clarifying the basic notions of opportunity
costs. To those who fully accept and understand the London-Austrian con-

tributions, the internal inconsistencies in the Pigovian logicwill be apparent.

To those who have been trained in the neoclassical paradigms of opportunity

cost, recognition of the inconsistencies may require a working out of ele-

mentary examples. It is not easy to question long-accepted precepts, and in
the several versions of this chapter, I have found it difficult to prevent the

analysis from lapsing into the kind of conventional methodology that I have

often used in other works. The result may givethe appearance of complexity

despite the elementary nature of the points being made. In effect, the incor-

poration of the London conception of opportunity cost amounts to trans-

forming one of the foundation stones of economic theory. Only when this
basic modification is completed can real progress toward changing the su-

perstructure be attempted on a large scale. Meanwhile, only the most ex-

posed aspects of this superstructure--the Pigovian welfare analytics, for ex-

ample-can be related directly to the particular flaw in one of the theory's
cornerstones.
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If prices are established in a market process, the decisions of buyers and sell-
ers will be based on cost-benefit comparisons. Beforeany choice is made, an-
ticipated benefits must exceed opportunity cost. If continuous adjustment is
possible, each participant moves toward behavioral equilibrium where antic-
ipated marginal benefit equals marginal opportunity cost. In this purely in-

dividualistic context, questions about the precise meaning of cost or of ben-

efit need not arise. The analysis offers a logic of rational individual decision,

and cost is simply that which is foregone by positive choice, at the moment
of choice itself.

As Hayek emphasized, equilibrium in a market interaction is categorically

different from the behavioral equilibrium of an individual participant in that

interaction. In the latter, there must be an absence of gains-from-trade within

the perceived choice range of the individual. In the former, there must be an
absence of gains-from-trade, in total or at the margin, from action taken

among all individuals, each one of whom perceives the prospects of trade

with others as a part of his own choice set. In order for market equilibrium

to be established, every participant must be in his own behavioral equilib-

rium, but the contrary need not be true. That is, each individual can attain
behavioral equilibrium at the moment of choice, but unless the decisions of

separate persons are in a unique relationship with one another, market equi-

librium need not result. The failure of this equilibrium to emerge will set in

motion changes in behavioral equilibria of individualsfor subsequent choices.

Prices, Costs, and Market Equilibrium

What are the relationships between "prices" and "costs" in full market equi-

librium? For each participant, expected marginal benefit will be equal to mar-

77
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ginal opportunity cost, both measured in terms of the individual's subjective

valuation. All persons are observed to confront uniform relative prices for

goods; this is a necessary condition for the elimination of gains-from-trade.

Since each participant is in full behavioral equilibrium, it follows that each

person must confront the same marginal cost. As a demander, the individual

adjusts his purchases to ensure that anticipated marginal benefit equals price.

Hence, the anticipated marginal benefits of a good, measured in the nume-

raire, are equal for all demanders. As a supplier, the individual adjusts his

sales to ensure that anticipated opportunities foregone, marginal opportunity

cost, equals price. Hence, marginal opportunity cost, measured in the nu-

meraire, is equal for all suppliers.

Prices tend to equal marginal opportunity costs in full market equilibrium.

But costs here are fully analogous to marginal benefits on the demand side.

Only prices have objective, empirical content; neither the marginal evaluations

of the demanders nor the marginal costs of the suppliers (the marginal eval-

uations of foregone alternatives) can be employed as a basis for determining

prices. The reason is that these are both brought into equality with prices by

behavioral adjustments on both sides of the market. Prices are not brought

into equality with some objectively determinable and empirically measurable

phenomena, on either the demand or the supply side of the market.

In this elementary logic of the market process, we are back in the classical

model for goods with fixed supply, the model that became the general one

with the advent of the subjective-value theory. There is no "theory" of nor-

mal exchange value with positive content here. The analysis provides an "ex-

planation" of results, a logic of interaction; it contains no predictive hypoth-
eses.

Resource-Service Prices as Final-Product Costs

Final goods are not available in fixed quantities, however, and with the intro-

duction of resource services, the objectivity of cost tends to be reintroduced.

Prices for productive services are established in a market process, and these,

like the prices for final goods, are empirically observable. These resource-

service prices are derived from the evaluations placed on final products, which

are acknowledged to be based on subjective elements. But the whole market

acts to establish observable prices, and these prices, in turn, seem to make
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the costsof final products objectively real. The costs of production as faced

by producing firms are also the prices of resource units as received by sup-

plying agents. For final-product markets, therefore, supply-side adjustments
seem to offer an escape from the logic into empirical reality. Suppliers act so

as to bring costs into equality with prices; costs represent the marginal eval-

uations of foregone alternatives as expressed by the whole market and as ex-

pressed in money terms. For the prices of final products at least, we seem to
be back in the quasi-classical world of one-way causality.

Even in full market equilibrium, however, the objectivity of opportunity

cost is only apparent. As Frank Knight correctly indicated in his 1934and 1935

papers, even in full equilibrium, resource-service prices reflect costs only if

nonpecuniary advantages or disadvantages are absent from the choices of
resource-supplying agents. If pecuniary returns provide the sole motivation

for resource suppliers, the observed price for a resource unit does represent

the choice-influencing opportunity cost of that unit, even if indirectly. If, on

the other hand, nonpecuniary elements are present in the decisions of re-

source suppliers, the choice-influencing cost of the resource units is not ob-
servable in money prices paid for resources. The apparent linkage between

final-product cost, in some objective sense, and observed prices paid for re-
source services disappears.

This does not, of course, affect the standard analysis of market interac-

tion, and it does nothing to modify the welfare inferences that may be drawn
from an understanding of competitive adjustment. So long as individuals on
either side of the market are allowed to express their preferences by contin-

uous adjustments in behavior, nonpecuniary elements willbe fullyembodied

in the solution that emerges. Prices will tend to equal marginal opportunity

costs. What is destroyed by the presence of nonpecuniary elements in choice

is the spurious objectivity of costs, as measured by prices of resource ser-
vices.

These prices may embody nonpecuniary elements, however, for only some
resource suppliers, and not necessarily for all. If there exist a sufficient num-

ber of suppliers who are on the margin of indifference among all employ-

ments yielding equivalent pecuniary returns, resource-service prices accu-

rately represent marginal opportunity costs despite inframarginal suppliers
who are known to choose on the basis of nonpecuniary as well as pecuniary

rewards. Inframarginally, nonpecuniary elements in choice do not affect the
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relationship between observed resource-service prices and marginal costs of

final products. This applies only to marginal costs, however; average costs

will not be accurately measured by observed outlays on resource inputs. Even

if nonpecuniary elements are not present in effective choices made at the

margin of adjustment and, hence, are not included in marginal opportunity

costs, the presence of nonpecuniary elements in choices made over infra-

marginal ranges of supply ensures that observed outlays will not measure to-

tal costs. This does not modify the allocative results of the market interaction

process, but it does mean that the use of predicted or observed outlays to
measure total costs--costs which are to be compared with expected benefits

as a basis for making nonmarket allocative decisions--can lead to serious
error.

Market Equilibrium, Costs, and Quasi-Rents

In the absence of nonpecuniary elements in resource suppliers' choices, ob-

served outlays on resource services would seem to provide an objective, even

if indirect, measurement of the choice-influencing opportunity costs to these

suppliers if the system is in full competitive equilibrium. The conditions for

equilibrium that are required in this context are, however, much more severe

than those that are necessary for other purposes. All resource suppliers must

be on a margin of indifference among alternative employments; quasi-rents

cannot be present. If some resource units earn quasi-rents, observed outlays

on resource services will not accurately reflect the choice-influencing costs of

resource owners with regard to the interoccupational or interindustry choices.

Resource-service prices are set at the appropriate margins of employment,

and competition among purchasers causes similar units to earn similar re-

turns. Similarity in internal or intraindustry productivity does not, however,

imply similarity in alternative employment or interindustry productivity. Re-

sources may be differentially specialized to particular industries. When this

happens, quasi-rents emerge. The existence of such quasi-rents does not, of

course, violate the logic of market interaction. In equilibrium, prices will be

equal to costs, but costs must be tied to the particular decisions that are

made. In selling his services to a single firm within a competitive industry,

the resource owner foregoes a return that he might secure from any other

firm in the same industry. Quasi-rents are not present in this situation since
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the resource owner is indifferent among employment by different firms. How-

ever, the choice of employment within the industry generally, as against other

industries, may take place in the presence of quasi-rents. The foregone earn-

hags outside the industry may fall short of those that may be secured from

any single firm within the industry. Prices will, therefore, be equal to the costs

that inform within-industry choices. For all except the marginal supplier, how-

ever, the prices paid for resource services--the outlays--wiU exceed the mar-

ginal evaluation of prospective alternative returns foregone outside the in-

dustry, even in full market equilibrium.

The existence of such inframarginal quasi-rents does not modify aUoca-

tive outcomes of the market process because these quasi-rents disappear at

the margin. For both an interfirm and an interindustry decision, the mar-

ginal resource supplier is in full equilibrium. Observed outlay made to him

by the firm accurately measures his evaluation of foregone alternatives. The

receipt of quasi-rents by inframarghaal suppliers was the subject of a major

debate a half-century ago, and one of the contributions of Allyn Young was

that of showing the irrelevance of these for allocative efficiency.

Problems do emerge, however, when any attempt is made to utilize the

properties of the market process as guidelines or norms for the making of
nonmarket decisions. In this extension, the relationship between inframar-

ginal quasi-rents and "costs" must be kept in mind.

The Cost of Military Manpower: An Example

An example may illustrate some of the points put forth in this chapter. Let

us suppose that the government calls upon an economist for expert advice.

It asks him to estimate the "cost" of securing military manpower of specified

quality and in specified quantity. The comparison of benefit estimates with

this "cost" presumably will form the basis for making allocative decisions

concerning the amount of military manpower to be employed. To simplify

the problem, assume that a fixed number of common soldiers is needed.

These are units that are homogeneous for the military purposes for which

they are required.

In Figure 2, let us depict the actual supply curve for common soldiers as

S, and let us say that X is the quantity needed. The supply curve, which we

shall assume is accurately known to the consultant, represents a schedule of
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0 X

Figure2

minimum prices (wages) that would be required to bring forth the several

quantities indicated. Initially, let us also presume that all prospective soldiers

are motivated solely by the prospect of pecuniary rewards. In this case, the

curve S also represents the returns that these prospective military men forego

in alternative lines of employment. The fact that the supply curve slopes up-

ward indicates differential productivity in alternative employments despite

the homogeneity of units in producing military services.

If the government is presumed to act as if it were a fully competitive in-

dustry in purchasing military manpower, its prospective outlay is measured

by the rectangle OXPY.This outlay overstates the "costs" that are involved in

the prospective occupational choices, however, because of the inframarginal

quasi-rents. The shaded area, RPY, is not a part of total costs in any choice-

influencing sense. If the amount represented by this area is included in the

cost side of a cost-benefit comparison, the result will be biased against re-

source commitment in this usage. Providing only that the government relies

on contractual purchase agreements, this conclusion holds regardless of the

means through which the government purchases its military force. If, for eq-
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uity reasons, the government pays a uniform wageto all soldiers, despite the

emergence of inframarginal quasi-rents, outlay will be greater than "costs"

but a part of outlay will now represent a by-product of the resource com-

mitment. Unless this is recognized in the cost-benefit computation, too few

resources will be allocated to all increasing supply-price public facilities or
projects. The use of predicted outlay to measure "costs" in this situation

would reflect the Pigovian error that Youngeffectivelyexposed.

If nonpecuniary elements are present in the occupational choices of re-

source suppliers, the supply curve no longer measures the earnings of pro-

spective soldiers in other employments. Some such curve may be derived, say

A in Figure 2, which does reflect alternative pecuniary earnings. As drawn,
the curve of alternative returns in relation to the "true" supply curve suggests

that nonpecuniary differentials shift from positive to negativeover increasing

quantity. This presents a more serious difficulty to the economist who must

estimate costs than that which the presence of inframarginal quasi-rents pres-

ents. When nonpecuniary aspects of choice can be assumed away, the area
under the actual supply curve does reflect "costs" and this area can be roughly

approximated from observed data on earnings in alternative employments.

With nonpecuniary elements in the picture, however,no such indirect means

of approximating choice-influencing costs exists. Whether or not some esti-

mate of alternative earnings will over- or understate costs will depend on the
quantity that is specified. As drawn in Figure 2, an overestimate would result

for quantities toward the leftof the quantity range, and an underestimate for

quantities toward the right.
All of the measures of costs so far discussed, direct or indirect, assume

meaning only if the government purchases the resource units in a series of

contractual market-like arrangements with the individuals who are to supply
the services. The soldiers must voluntarily sell their services. If the actual re-

cruitment of soldiers takes place in any other manner, the cost considera-

tions discussed here must be re-examined. In the absence of nonpecuniary

elements in choice for every one of the men conscripted, the opportunity

costs of a conscripted military force would be measured by the earnings that
members of this force could secure in nonmilitary employments? Thiswould

1.ThisdefinitionoftheopportunitycostsofconscriptionisadvancedbyGeorgeStig-
ler inhis highlyrespectedtextbookin microeconomictheory.Stiglersays,"Thecostofa
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imply that each member of the force would be indifferent between military
and nonmilitary employment if earnings in militaryemployment wereequiv-
alent to those in nonmilitary pursuits. As noted earlier, this is a much more

restrictive requirement than that which is needed to eliminate the signifi-
cance of nonpecuniary elements forallocative decisionswithin a market-like

process. In the latter, nonpecuniary elements need not modify the allocative

results so long as a sufficient number of marginal adjusters remain indiffer-

ent to the nonpecuniary differencesamong the separate employments. If fore-
gone earnings are to measure choice-influencing costs, however, this indif-
ference must be manifested for every resource supplier, not just for those

who are the marginal adjusters.The disappearance of nonpecuniary elements

in choice at the freelyadjusted margins of behavior, like the disappearance
of quasi-rents at the margins, restores the Mlocative relevance of resource-

service prices as proximate measures for marginal opportunity costs.But this

is helpful only if resourceservices are purchased through ordinary contrac-
tual arrangements.

The Cost of Crime: Another Example

Economists have only recently started to pay attention to crime and punish-
ment, but this now bids fair to becoming a relatively important research area.

Several studies have involved the extension of economic analysis to the de-

cisions of criminals on the one hand and to those of law enforcement agen-

cies on the other, both of which kinds of decisions are clearly outside a mar-

ket equilibrium context. The implication of my discussion is that any costs
which the economist may objectify need bear little relation to those costs

which serve as actual obstacles to decisions. Recognition of this fact need not

destroy the usefulness of the economic analysis. The costs that the economist

quantifies may be directionally related to those costs that inhibit choice. In

this case, changes in the level of objectified costs (for example, changes in the

probabilities of conviction and in the severity of punishment) will produce
effects on the number of offenses committed. Serious problems arise here

soldier for an economy, however, is his foregone product as a civilian, and this is not di-
rectly affected by his rate of pay." See George Stigler, The Theory of Price (3rd ed.; New
York: Macmillan, 1966), p. 1o6.
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only when the attempt is made to lay down more explicit norms for policy,

as, for example, when the conditions for optimality or efficiency are dis-
cussed.

One part of Gary Becker'srecent, and excellent, paper may be used as an

example.2 In a section in which he discusses optimality conditions, Becker
argues that if the costs of apprehending and convicting offenders are zero,

the marginal value of the fines imposed on criminals should be equated to
the marginal value of the harm that offenses cause. This is an admittedly lim-
ited model, but, even here, Becker'sconclusion is valid only under a special

assumption about the prospective criminal's choice behavior.In contemplat-
ing an offense, the criminal must be assumed to leaveout of account any and
all considerations of the harm imposed on others. It must be assumed that
this does not enter as an obstacle in his decision, that this is not a part of his

choice-influencing cost. If, for any reason, this element enters as a genuine

cost, Becker'ssuggested norm would overshoot the mark. Some crimes that
would be in the "social interest" would be prevented by the imposition of

Becket'sconditions. (The analysis here is almost identical to that made in an

earlierchapter with referenceto the Pigovian analysis.) Perhaps more signifi-

cantly, the optimal number of offenses would be securedwhen marginal fines
remain considerably lower than the marginal damage to others. In other
words, for the criminal who incorporates into his costs some consideration

of the harm his crime will impose on others, the point at which "crime may

not pay" him is reached well before the point at which the observing econ-
omist marks the disappearance of net profit.

Clarification of the cost concept may have certain interesting and rela-

tively important policy implications for criminal activity,or even for noncri-

minal activity that is for any reason held to be suspect or immoral. To the
extent that the consideration of prospective harm to others, or, in fact, any

moral restraint upon the decision, varies with the location and incidence of

the offense contemplated, the opportunity cost of the offense varies. Hence,

we should expect that crimes committed within the local community of the

perpetrator against persons with whom he has close contacts would nor-

mally involve a higher cost barrier due to the moral restraint upon the actor

2. Gary Becker, "Crime and Punishment: An Economic Approach" Journal of Political
Economy, 76 (March-April 1968), 169--217.
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in such a situation. From this it follows that fines or penalties required to

achieve any given level of deterrence can be somewhat lower for these cases

than for others. That is, crimes committed locally should bear lower fines

than those imposed for identical crimes committed outside the community

and on "foreigners." Other similar implications can be derived. Generally,

punishments and fines for comparable crimes can be lower in small cities

than in large. And, importantly, punishments for crimes against persons or

property of the same racial or religious group can be lower than punish-

ments for identical crimes against persons who are members of ethnic or re-

ligious groups differing from those to which the criminal belongs.

Artificial Choice-Making

The most serious problem in extending the basic aUocative meaning of choice-

influencing opportunity cost to decisions that must be made outside the mar-

ket process has been ignored to this point. The preceding discussion was lim-

ited to an examination of the meaning of cost in a nonmarket context and

to some difficulties in estimation. The problem of choice-making itself was

not raised here, although it was treated briefly in Chapter 4.

In the military manpower illustration presented earlier, we presumed, with-

out critical scrutiny, that if costs could somehow be estimated, the choices that

were finally to be made would be based upon these. This tends to remove all

behavioral content from choosing behavior, however, and it is essential that
the distinction between "true costs" and "costs that influence nonmarket

choice" be clarified. The basic point to be emphasized is a simple one: costs

that are relevant for the making of decisions must be those that relate to the

decisions made. The very nature of nonmarket choice ensures that "costs"
cannot be those that are confronted in market choice.

The employment of resource services in any manner involves a cost to the

resource owners; this cost consists in their own evaluation of foregone alter-
natives, an evaluation made at the moment of commitment. This is the "true"

opportunity cost that comes to be embodied in the market process, and it is

this cost, at least at the margins of adjustment, which is brought into line

with prices of final products. Allocative efficiency is the result. In this inter-

action, however, all choices are made by demanders and suppliers, each of

whom is responsible for the results of his behavior. The resource owner who
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decides to commit his services to occupation A rather than to occupation B

lives with this decision. To the extent that his own utility influences his be-

havior, he is under pressure to make "correct" decisions, since his utility will

be the magnitude affected by the making of"incorrect" decisions. If a market

decision-maker fails to take advantage of prospective opportunities, oppor-

tunities which later are revealed as highly desirable, he suffers the sensation

of opportunity losses. Those experiences that "might have been" will be rec-

ognized as his own losses.

This decision structure cannot be present with nonmarket choice. If the

"true costs" of employing resources could be measured (let us say by an om-

niscient observer who can read all preference functions) along with the "true

benefits:' allocative efficiency in nonmarket resource usage could be ensured

only if the effective decision-maker acted in accordance with artificial criteria

for choice. That is to say, aUocative efficiency will emerge only if the effective

choice-maker acts, not as a behaving person, but as a rule-following autom-

aton. The distinction here has been widely recognized, and it is as old as the

Aristotelian defense of private property. It has not, however, effectively and

critically informed the core of economic analysis, largely, I submit, because

of the confusion in elementary cost theory. Only recently in the efforts of

those scholars (such as Alchian, Coase, Demsetz, McKean, and Tullock) who

have begun to develop the rudiments of an economic theory of property do

we find explicit examination of the relationship between the predicted out-
comes and the decision structure within which the choices are made.

Socialist Calculation and Socialist Choice

The Austrians and pseudo-Austrians--Mises, Hayek, and Robbins--who

were involved in disputing the possibility of socialist calculation in the great
interwar debate were all contributors to the evolution of opportunity-cost

theory and implicitly acknowledged the basic distinction emphasized here.

This particular aspect of their argument tended to be obscured, however, by

their relative overemphasis on the difficulties in calculation that prospective
socialist decision-makers would face. These difficulties are, of course, ex-

tremely important, and the information problems that centralized economic

planning confronts are indeed enormous, as experience has surely proved.

Relatively speaking, however, the more significant criticism of socialist eco-
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nomic organization lies in the difficulties of choice-making. Even if the so-
cialist state should somehow discover an oracle that would allow all calcula-

tions to be made perfectly, even if all preference functions arerevealed, and

even if all production functions areknown with certainty, efficiency in allo-

cation will emerge only if the effective decision-makers are converted into
economic eunuchs. Only if such men can be motivated to behave, to make
decisions in accordance with cost criteria that are different from their own,

can this decision-structure become workable. This amounts to saying that

even if the problems of calculation are totally disregarded, the socialist sys-

tem will generate efficiency in results only if men can be trained to make
choices that do not embody the opportunity costs that they, individually and

personally, confront.

The contrast between the implicit behavioral assumptions made by those

who have proposed the Pigovian corrective taxes and subsidies in the face of
external diseconomies and economies and the implicit behavioral assump-

tions made by those who argued that socialist organization can produce ef-

ficient results is striking. As noted in Chapter 5, for the Pigovian policy pro-
posals to accomplish their own stated purposes, individuals who generate
externalities must behave so as to maximize their own narrowly conceived

economic interests. The effects of their own behavior on the predicted utility
levels of others than themselves cannot be assumed to influence their behav-

ior. Bycomparison, the idealized manager of the socialist enterprise must be

assumed to act solelyon the basis of nonindividualistic criteria. His own util-

ity cannot be allowed to influence the decisions that he makes; he must choose
in accordance with the costs and benefits predicted for the whole commu-

nity; and his own position in the community must be treated as if it were the

same as that of any other member. Whereas the Pigovian man must be strictly
Homo economicus in the narrowest sense, the socialist bureaucrat must be

non-Homo economicusin the purest sense. Both men can be only caricatures

of actual persons, but both have been present in much serious discussion of
real-world policy.

The contrast in the behavioral assumptions implicit in these two related

bodies of literature is striking in itself, but even more interesting for our pur-

poses is the common source of the confusion. In their contrasting ways,both

the Pigovian policy correctives and the idealized socialist economy are intel-

lectual products of cost-theory confusion. Both find their roots in classical
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economics, with its objectification of costs. Only if costs can be objectified

can they be divorced from choice, and only if they are divorced from choice

can the institutional-organizational setting that the chooser inhabits have no

influence on costs. In the socialist scheme of things, costs are derived from

physical relations among inputs and outputs. These may be externally mea-

sured, and these measurements can provide the basis for the rules that are

laid down for managers of enterprises. Valuation enters the calculus only as

the consuming public, through their behavior, establish demand prices, which

become objective realities once established. The subjective valuation that must

inform every choice is neglected.

Costs in Bureaucratic Choice

Bureaucratic decision-makers are human beings. This simple fact is only now

beginning to be acknowledged in the theories of bureaucracy.' The individ-

ual who is confronted with a choice among alternatives must choose, and the
cost that inhibits decision is his own evaluation of the alternative that must

be foregone. Rules can be laid down which direct him to adopt criteria that

reflect the underlying economic realities. In a world of complete certainty,

there is no decision problem. A computer can make all "choices," if indeed

"choices" exist. One of the central confusions leading to the false objectifi-

cation of costs has been the extension of the perfect knowledge assumption

of competitive equilibrium theory to the analysis of nonequilibrium choices,

whether made in a market or a nonmarket process. Genuine choice is con-

fronted only in a world of uncertainty, and, of course, all economic choices

are made in this context. Any analysis of bureaucratic choice must be based

on a recognition of this simple fact.

It will be helpful to construct the simplest possible model. Assume that a

civil servant must decide between only two courses of action, a and b. These

may be anything, including the production of n or n + I units of output.

Either of two possible external events may accompany this action, event x or

y. Again these may take almost any form, including the state of consumer

demand at the margin. Further, let us assume that the total payoff to the

3.See Gordon Tullock, The Politicsof Bureaucracy(Washington, D.C.: PublicAffairs
Press,z965).
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x y

a 100 20
(6) (2)

b 50 6O
(4) (5)

Figure3

community under each of the four possible outcomes is accurately estimated

and that these are indicated by the large numbers in the four cells of Figure 3.4

The choice between a and b will depend, of course, on the subjective prob-

abilities assigned to x and y. Let us assume that the choosing agent assigns

each event an equal probability. From the arithmetic, it is then clear that the

expected value to the whole community will be higher from a than from b.

However, with a change in the probability coefficients, from (.5, .5) to (.4,

.6), the expected value to the community becomes higher from b than from

a. In genuine uncertainty, the decision-maker must assign such subjective

probabilities; there is no objectively determinable set of coefficients. When

this is recognized, it is clear that there is simply no means of evaluating the

choosing agent's performance externally and after choice. Each of two sepa-

rate persons may choose differently when confronted with identical sets of
alternatives. There is no "correct" choice independent of the subjective prob-

abilities that are assigned. In our example, one chooser may reject b because

its cost exceeds expected returns; the other may reject a for the same reason.

There is no way that an external observer or auditor can, ex post, decide

which of the two persons followed "the rules" more closely.

This difficulty in evaluating the efficiency of nonmarket decision-making

suggests that the institutional pattern of rewards and punishments may be

modifiedto ensure that, regardless of the choices that are made, the chooser

will have some personal incentive to perform in accordance with "social"
maximization criteria. This will substitute ex ante motivation for individual

4. Theseestimates are necessarilyex ante:only one outcome can be actuallyobserved
afterchoice.
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behavior in the "public interest" for the misguided and hopeless efforts at

judging or auditing the results ex post. The necessity for some coordination

between the cost-benefit structure as confronted by the decision-maker and

the "true" cost-benefit structure of the whole community has, by this time,

come to be widely recognized both in theory and in practice.

This institutional device is necessarily limited, however, and for several

reasons it cannot fully resolve the dilemma of nonmarket economic choice.

Nonmarket choice cannot, by its very nature, be made to duplicate market

choice until and unless the ownership-responsibility pattern in the former

fully matches that in the latter, an achievement that would, of course, elimi-
nate all institutional differences between the two.

Suppose, as an initial example, that an individual cost-benefit structure is

introduced as shown by the single-bracketed terms in Figure 3. Ordinally, at

least, the relative payoffs to the decision-maker coincide with those for the

community. However, if he assigns equal subjective probabilities to x and to

y, his own cost-benefit calculation will lead him to select b, not a. The nu-

merical array is, of course, deliberately designed to indicate this result, but it

should be evident that ordinal equivalence between the payoff structure of

the decision-maker and that of the whole community is not sufficient to en-

sure consistency in choices.

Proportionality is suggested. If the personal payoffs to the decision-maker,

negative or positive, are made strictly proportional to those of the whole

community, then choices made in accordance with expected-value criteria will

produce the required coordination. At this point, the relevance of expected-
value maximization as a rule for individual choice behavior must be called

into question. It is well established that an individual will maximize present

value only if he derives no utility or disutility from risk-taking and if the

marginal utility of income to him is constant over the relevant outcome range.

If the marginal utility of income declines over this range and if the chooser

is neither a risk averter nor a risk preferrer, he will tend to have some pref-

erence for the safer of the two alternatives, some "nonpecuniary" differential

in favor of alternative b in the numerical illustration of Figure 3. The ques-

tion that then emerges is whether or not this nonpecuniary differential faced

by the decision-maker whose payoffs are proportional to those for the whole

community need be the same as that which "should" inform the decision

made from the community's point of view. As Domar and Musgrave pointed
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out in another connection, 5the individual whose payoffstructure is only some

proportionate share of that which he might confront under full ownership

will tend to take more risks. The reason is obvious. Since the nonpecuniary

differential arises only because of the declining marginal utility of income,

the fact that the outcome range is lower under proportionate share payoffs

than under full responsibility and ownership ensures some lessening of this
differential.

An additional and important element tends to work in the opposing di-

rection. Given a structure of individual payoffs that are only proportional to

total community payoffs, the absolute differences between the expected value

of alternatives are lower for the decision-maker than for the community; and

the differences in the opportunity costs of two separate alternatives are lower.

Considering this, it seems evident that behavior will tend to be less respon-

sive to changes in the underlying conditions under bureaucratic choice than

under market choice. The decision-maker in the latter situation cannot per-

ceive changes in signals with the same sensitivity as he could in the former

for the simple reason that the signals are stronger in the first case. If we also

recognize and allow for threshold-sensitive response in behavior generally,

this differential in behavior becomes even more pronounced?

These separate elements emphasize the fact that proportionality between

the decision-maker's cost-benefit matrix and that of the community will not

ensure an approximation to market-choice results in a regime of bureau-

cratic choice. Costs as confronted by the choosing agents must remain in-

herently different in the two decision structures, and it is these differences

that constitute the basic problem of securing efficiency in nonmarket choice-

making.

5. E.D..Domarand R.A. Musgrave,_Proportional IncomeTaxationand Risk-Taking"
QuarterlyJournalof Economics,LVIII(May 1944),388-422, reprinted in American Eco-
nomic Association, Readingsin the Economicsof Taxation(Homewood, I11.:Richard D.
Irwin, 1959),pp. 493-524.

6. Devletoglou has argued persuasivelythat all human behavior must be analyzed in
terms of a threshold-sensitivemodel. SeeNicosDevtetoglouand P.A. Demetriou, "Choice
and Threshold: A Further Experiment in SpatialDuopoly,"Economica,XXXIV(Novem-
ber 1967),351-7L
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